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INTRODUCTION 
Geographical Outlook of India. 
There are certain fundamental facts of Indian ex-
istence which have to serve as a background in considering 
almost every problem of Indian progress. In this S.udy of 
the work of the Agricultural Missions in india, it would be 
necessary to inquire at the very outset concerning the geography, 
the magnitude, the physical conditions, the population, the 
causes for the majority being rural, the effect of the climate 
and the fertility of the soil of India. There are so many 
things which have to be learnt and so much to acquire both 
1in knowledge and in experience before we embark on a program 
that is vitally relevant toward relieving human suffering, as 
is exemplified by the various works and projects of the 
Foreign Mission in the vast rural areas of India. 
The geographical unity of India presents a most 
! varied outlook so that we find no comparison in any country in 
I 
the world. 
Continent as it is, India is a region itself marked 
out from the rest of Asia , by the largest mountain chains in 
the world, Himalaya~ and offering few inlets to the country 
for the invader. From the River Indus to the River Brahmaputra 
in the north, the country is one continuous plain, less than 
500 feet above the sea level, with scarce~an obstruction worth 
considering, and made up of fine silt de-
-2-
II 
I! posited by the Himalayan rivers. nl The whole of' the peninsular 
I i! 
,I 
ji 
.I 
'I II 
portion of India south of this low land is a :plateau varying 
from two to three thousand feet above the level of the sea , 
bounded on the west by the :precipitous steeps of the Western 
I· Ghats, and on the east by the less continuous and less elevated 
" /I 
II 
ll 
II 
ll 
I! 
II 
jl 
jl 
il 
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If 
II 
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I! I 
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hills of the Eastern Ghats. There is no lengthy chain of 
mountains to shut the plate au off from the Indo-Gangetic 
plain. As a matter of fact, the Aranalli hills carry it as 
far as Delhi (capital of India) and while easy communications 
from east to west to the south of this capital is rendered 
impossible by this extension. Practically therefore, as far 
as Cape Comorin (the southern tip of theindian Peninsula ) the 
country is one and indivisible geographically . 
India has a size less than that of the United States 
which is bigger by t wo thirds, and of Australia which is 
nearly as large. One night spent in a railway train would 
talce one across France or England or along the whole length 
of Italy. Compare it with a journey of :four or five days in 
India re~uired for traversing the length of the country and 
then one realizes that India is no country but a continent. 
From the Northern slopes of Himalayas to the tip end of the 
Cape Comorin in the south it is more than 1800 miles long, 
and it is again as many miles in width from the Assam Hills on 
,: the east to the Khaibar Bass in the l~orthwest . 
li 
,, 
\! 1. Kannan, K. , "A Ci vili za ti on at Bay. " Page 21. 
1: 
-----=41=-
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In physical conditions, India presents a wide range 
of variations. In regions such as the state of Mysore and 
Southern Madras, except for a few isolated spots like the 
Hilgiris and Palnis, where the climate is cool and temperate, 
"the area as a whole is a hot country with intense heat in 
the swnmer, and a short and unsatisfactory cold weather, in 
which the temperature does not fall sufficiently to compensate 
for the rigour of the really hot months. At Masulipatam and 
Yuntur the thermometer rises freq_uently to 115° in the shade 
and occasionally 120°. nl Further north are sun-scorched 
plains and rolling hills, green 2.nd lush for a time after 
the rains break, 11 bu t between ~eptember and June parched 
and brovm so that the half-starved cattle are seen sesxching 
the lion-colored leaf. Where jungle exists in these drier 
regions, it is made up f or the most part of small trees and 
scrub. Inde ed the traveller through a great part of Central 
India, will see from the window of his railway carriage 
hardly a tree ."2 
Although India has differences of temperature and 
rainfall that are without parallel in any other country , few 
people live in places of the most excessive cold and heat. 
The main climatic features affecting most of the people may 
be roughly summa.rized: 3 
1. Sat 1ianathan, "Agricultural Indebtedness." Page 2 . 
2 . Linilh, thgon, rrThe Indian Peasant . rr Page 10. 
3 . Sathianathan, "Agricultural Indebtedness." Page 3 . 
- ________ ·Ho .• =--=-- -:: .. =-=---"==--==--=--=-=-=--=-=-=--:-=. -=-=-=-====================*~===== 
Months 
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Average 
per cent of 
Rainfall 
January - .J:'ebruary ---- 2 -----
March - May ----10 
June - September ----77 
October - December ----11 -----
Weather 
Dry and cool 
Dry with increasing heat 
South west monsoon ueriod 
with increasing coolness. 
Retreating Southwest (or 
northeast) morul'oon period. 
Rains along south-east 
coast. 
To any who may be tempted occasione~lly to clespair 
of the climate in America (N~England chiefly) and of Britain, 
it may be a comfort to know that at Cherrapungi in Assam the 
rainfa ll is between 350 and 500 inches in each year . 
During the past ten years India 's population has 
increased by 34 millions and her rural population by 28 
millions to 314 millions. Even 1•.rithout Burma, the villager s 
of Indi a number over 300,000,000 which eq:nals the combined 
:popul stions of North and South America , Germany and France. 
The Montague Chelmsford Report on India, conducted by the 
British Parliament in London during 1919 stated that "226 out 
of 244 millions of people in British India live a rural life •• 
Agriculture is the one great occupation of the people . 11 This 
was in 1919, and in 1931 censu.s returns give Indian rural 
population an increase of over one hundred millions. The 
total population of India as returned by the same 1931 India 
census shows a grru1d number of 350 millions "almost the three 
times the total populati on of the United States which has 
-5-
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about 125 millions. ~o correspond to India in point of density 
of population, the united States must have no less than 530 
millions and Australia 510 milltons,"l according to the ex-
isting size of the countries. 
~he causes for the majority of the people being 
rural can easily be attested to the climatic and seasonal con-
ditions of india. The Indian cultivator, with a growing 
season from eight to twelve months, has an advantage over his 
brother in colder climes, whose growing season is shortened by 
frost and snow more especially in New England and other middle 
west rural areas. "In our changeable climate the loss of an 
entire fruit crop from early blooming and a late frost has been 
2 
a serious drawback to the growing of fruit." The hot dry 
months of April and May are the least favorable for plant growth 
in India. The great heat from March to June and the blazing 
sun as said before, tend to lower the Indian villagers' energy 
and capacity for intensive work. Dr. K. Kannan in hi.fl work "A 
Civilization at Bay," soundly puts it, iiThe tendency of the 
Indian climate is to adopt man to work which is slow, steady, 
and leisurely, and not of the kind that demands intensive effort 
for the latter produces perspiration which is inconvenient and 
vexatious, especially when it is not easily evaporated as in 
humid climates." 3 This is a fact, for the Indian cultivator, 
instead of working hard and then taking a complete rest like 
1. Karman, K., 11 Civilization at Bay •" Page 22. 
2. Kyle and Ellis, "Fundamentals of Farming." Page 248. 
3. Kannan, K., "A Civilization at Bay." Page 28. 
-6-
the Westerner, he takes fewer hours for rest but does not work 
so hard. 
For the 240 odd millions of Indians who obtain their 
livelihood from agriculture, water is the supremely important 
factor. Where the supply is sufficient two or three crops a 
year are grown .on the same land and better crops are made 
possible. The average rainfall of 45 inches would be satis-
factory, if it were well distributed from year to year and 
season to season and place to place. 
In the Southern part of India, which includes the 
Presidency of Madras, we find the great rivers like the 
Godaveri, the Krishna, and the Cauvery supply water to the 
parched land areas and feed the great cultivable rich rice 
(paddy) fields. Most of th~ districts, Godaveri, Kistna, Guntur 
Tanjore, Trichinopoly and South Arcot are benefited by chan-
nels from these irrigattonal sources. The huge Canvery-Methur 
Government projects which have recently been completed at a 
total cost of seven crores of rupees (about 30 million dollars) 
will open up for wet cultivation a vast dry area in the Tanjore 
District, besides supplying more water to the old Canvery Delta~ 
so far the government works are concerned in regard to Irriga-
tion Systems of India, most commendable approaches are being 
made recently and much money is spent on extension projects, 
to relieve the widely prevalent human suffering through con-
tinuous draughts and consequent famines among the toiling 
rural millions. 
-7-
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Yet more of this kind of work is necessary, not only from the 
official side of the pioneers, but also from the non-official 
Christian Missionaries from abroad and at home . This thesis 
is mainly an eye opener revealing possible sacrifices and 
humane efforts to show how far the peasants in India vitally 
need aid and help~ materially, socially, intellectually and 
spiritually, to rebuild and re-construct his village life, 
which is seriously handicapped by abject pover~y, disease 
and ignorance. 
Now, looking over the facts of India's rural popul a-
tion, we learn of their caste life and of their religious differ 
ences. A peasant in India nowadays, can be of any casts, may 
be a Brahmin or a low caste Sudra, but not always. Here is a 
statement from the Government of Madras Report on Land Revenue 
Settlement, which may suggest more interesting ideas of the non-
prevalence of the caste consciousness among some of the rural 
population tn Madras Presidency. The Report states: "As far 
, as it can be ascertained, there is no such thing in this 
Presidency as a "cultivating class" as distinct from a "non-
cultivating class. Land-holders and tenants belong to all 
castes and communities, from Brahmins to the depressed classes, 
and actual cultivators as well as absentee landlords are found 
in all of them. There are cultivating tenants and landlords 
among all communities and castes, who personally supervise 
their work on their lands and even do much, if not all, of the 
work themselves. It is encouraging indeed to find many 
-=--===-===f':l=c' ========--::::__=-=-:·c- -· - -------------- ---- - --=-=-===============1fl=====---=---=-=-=--
Brahmins throwing off the shackles of pride and prejudice and 
doing all the items of agricultural operations themselves, 
with the exception of ploughing ••• "1 This account of non-
prevalency of caste feelings in the rural areas may not be 
true in entire life of India are going to see more about the 
caste systems in the following chapters of this work, and how 
far Foreign Missions are endeavoring to tackle these socially-
entrenched problems of the rural population. The differences 
in caste systems and the religious beliefs of the people are 
certainly playing a great part in the life habitat of the 
whole nation. Perhaps these are the intrinsic obstacles to 
their material and social advancement. The lack of universal 
educational schemes, heavy economic burdens, multiplied by 
varied superstitions, social inertia on account of extreme 
climatic conditions, toget~er with the complete absence ·or the 
knowledge of argicultural improvement, the implications of 
rural debts to land-lords, money lenders and land revenues 
these might be some of major causes for the absolutely sub-
servient life of an Indian peasant. 
It is simply deplorable to learn of the abject 
poverty of over three-hundred millions of the Indian rural 
r
opulation. They live in 6641 426 revenue villages, averaging 452 
each.. Apject poverty does not mean poverty like that found in 
the big slums of the leading cities of the world where by the 
~ 
force of the extreme one-sided industrialism and the economic 
ostracism citizens have be· 
1. _[~~g~~~~f Madras Report on Land Revenue and Settlem~~~· -
-9-
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come out-castes of the society of which they ought to form a 
part. The nature of poverty in India is concretely different, 
and, as afore-mentioned, is mostly due to a lack of proper 
openings and opportunities to cultivate the conditions that 
aid in developing a free and contented life. The belief in 
extreme asceticism, taking life too seriously, resigning in com-
plete seclusion, endeavoring to avoid all worldly pleasures, 
comforts and luxuries, seeking a total bliss (Nirvana) while 
courting sufferings and hardships as the one and only way out 
as an escape; the implicit faith in the "Law of Karma" or the 
doctrines of transmigration of souls, cGnsidering cows, mon-
keys and snakes as sacred animals, allowing life to be in 
strict vegetarianism, disallowing all carnivorous and meat-
eating and wine revelries, accepting the idea that "the universe 
is only a passing stage in an endless round of birth, growth, 
decay and death. Human effort and prayer are powerless to 
avert the ruin of all that human energy has built up •••••• 
The best inventions of man are only part of the Creator's in-
flexible plan for his ultimate destruction •••• add a climate 
which saps energy and discourages initiative, which have the 
ingredients of what is known as Oriental fatalism,"l these are 
the main blights of Hinduism, a Pantheistic religion that 
ruins and impedes the wholesome growth and material progress 
of the people. 
1. Lord Meston, "India at the Crossways." Page 34. 
l _ _ _ _ 
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Much of this will be discussed in the next chapter 
on the "Indian Peasant. 11 Now we shall look to the land where 
these teeming rural millions live. Moreover, we have to study 
these conditions in the light of the works of the Agricultural 
Missions i~ India. Since we have found that four-fifths of 
j India 1 s population depend and live on land and are dominantly 
II 
rural, there are great openings for the various constructive 
works. 11 India is not a country doomed to poverty by lack of 
I 
natural resources. It is rather a country doomed to poverty 
because it has not taken the trouble to acquire the mental and 
moral equipment necessary to escape from poverty. Both public 
· and private effort are necessary in order that India may acquire 
this equipment,"! says Dr. Gilbert Slater in "Young Men of 
.India'! Trained leadership is necessary to carry on the rural 
service and . inspire the various Indian groups submerged in 
stagnant life. By virtue of creation they are the best people 
on earth, very intelligent, industrious and cooperative, but 
they have nostlmulating leadership to train them to improve 
· J their material and economic condition. 
·[ The ~oil in which the Indian peasants live is very 
J fertile and exceedingly rich with varieties of crop productions. 
¥uch could be done to educate and lift the poor peasants of 
India to an understanding of his land helping him to reap 
·1 better crops in rice, vaggi, chollam, wheat ram.mi and 
other important vegetables which both man and domestic 
I. Dr. Gilbert Slater, 11Young Men of India" Pamphlet, December, 
1919. 
-- ---=~================--=-~--=--=-=·~-=- ~~=-~--==============-~-~~*~==== 
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beast require for a happy existence. Dr. Sam Higginbottom, 
that prince among rural missionaries to India, says, uimproved 
agriculture, taught to the low-caste convert will give him 
enough to eat and will provide him with a surplus with which 
he can purchase clothing, pay the doctor, educate his children 
and contibute reasonably to the support of his religion. 
He learns by his own efforts how to support himself and his 
1 family." This must be the ultimate objective of the agri-
cultural missions in India, of which we seek to learn in the 
scope of thisatudy. 
1. Higginbottom, Sam, "The Gospel and the Plough." Page 45. 
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Scope of the Study 
As never before, the Foreign Missions boards now 
relize something of the vastness of India and the complexity 
/ of the problems. They know how enormous is the population, and 
, that by far the greater majority are village folk. They are 
dimly aware that village life in India is sorely in need of 
attention. So by their scientific knowledge and by their more 
! varied experience the agricultural missionaries can indeed 
help Indians to help themselves -- help them to improve the 
health and comfort of their homes, the sanitation of their 
villages, the education of their children,- girls as well as 
boys, and the cultivation of their fields. 
Those who serve in India always have a special 
feeling for the villagers. 1be pathos of their lot, their 
we would be compelled to learn how vast and difficult their 
I sacrifices are in the face of colossal odds e.nd. ~turs.l obsta cle • 
JThe application of the S~irit of Christ and following His ex-
1 am~l e , by toiling shovlder to shoulder with the poor peasant of 
I India, all for his religious, economic, social and material well 
i being, these are the methods 
------------- -
- - -------
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of the h~ghly trained and consecrated men and women of the 
Agricultural Missions in India today. They are setting a 
great example to the cultured and advanced Indian leaders in 
many fi elds. The rural service is not only confined to foreisn 
missions, but other Indian non-officials as well are very much 
anxious to serve their fellow men. The dwindling of the caste-
system among the orthodox Hindus, through the humane efforts 
of Mahatma Gandhi and 'his great national programe of social, 
religious and political transformation are mainly due to the 
influence and effect of Christianity and to some of the illus-
trious missionaries life Stanley Jones in India. When Dr. Kenyo 
L. Butterfield, Councillor on Rural Work to the International 
Missionary Council, London and New York, visited India during 
the Spring of 1931, he left his final words to the conference 
on Rural work held at Poona, India, under the auspices of The 
National Christian Council of India, with the following advice 
to all the missione.tyworks in rural areas, seeking Christian 
rural upliftment: 
11 1. Churches and Missions should adopt a village-centered 
policy. 
2. Personal character should be the objective. 
3. Education should be recognized as the fundamental 
method. 
4. The Rural Re-construction Unit offers the best p1an 
for expressing the Christian view of life and the 
carrying out of a full program of rural service. 
~============~======~=:-==-=-=-=- =--==- =========================================== 
_j 
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5. The time is ripe for churches and missions to formulate 
a Christian rural policy." 
Much will be said on the ttRural Re-construction 
Units in India operated by the Protestant missions, that work 
not only amidst the depressed classes of India, but also 
recently seen thl'! expansion among the high caste people." 
"They work on a more comprehensive basis; the services will be 
made available to all the people of the village, and the 
agricultural worker is to go hand in hand with the physician, 
the nurse, the school teacher and minister to help all who 
are in need without regard to religion or caste.n1 
Hence the scope of this study mainly centers around 
the work of the Agricultural Missions in India which have 
shifted their attention to the major enterpris es of the Indian 
farmers in general, and their economic and social reliations. 
To execute this work, it will be necessary to acquire a 
,--
1 . 
thorough knowledge of the conditions, which exist in the life 
of Indian farmers. We should be well acquainted with their 
types of farming, methods of culture, forms of crop utilization 
and social and economic customs in the region in which the 
rural missionary is located. F~rthermore, the positien of the 
geographically-isolated agricultural missiijnary in India would 
indeed be strengthened if he or she maintained a close co-
operation with the systems adopted by the Government of India · 
seeking rural reconstruction and its many projects and methods 
towards building the same. The government of India has, for 
1 • "Re -Thinkin Missions • " Pa e 228. 
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some year; been greatly interested in the Indian farmer's 
uplift, and has done .yoeman 1 s service through farm research 
and demonstrations. The impossible is attempted under enormous 
sacrifice and expense, and is gradually being accomplished, 
through the copperation of central and Provincial governments. 
Commissions and reports were made, datas, figures and statis-
tics were gathered, studied and weighed. The most salient 
example of all these is the "Royal Gommission on Agriculture 
in India," a report unique and complete, published through 
the coordination of both the home government in India and the 
British Parliament in London, whose representatives both Indian 
and ·.·English, under the most honorable chairmanship of the Marque s 
of Linlithgow, (now the popular viceroy of India, and a great 
friend by the Indian peasant,) brought out criterion facts and · 
materials after touring all over India, about the agricultural 
situation, and recommended most workable solutions of the millio s 
of problems that exist in rural life. 
This Royal Commission, which is otherwise known to 
the leading Indians, as 11 Linlithgow Report," is a work by a 
group of self-sacrificing, noble and illustrious Indians and 
Englishmen. It contains a voluminous account and examination 
I 
j of the present conditions of agriculture and rural economy in 
j India, and recommendations for the promotion of the welfare and 
prosperity of the rural population and the improvement of agri-
culture. This great report came out in 1928 and is still 
l=====fi=-:.=---- -=-=-=-=-:....::-:....::·:::.:--:::.:-=-==-- =·-=-=--=:-=- =-================-=-=-===~==-=-=-=.:- -=- j.f·=·· -=-=- - --- . 
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held as the great authority on rura~ economy in India. This 
would serve as a basic foundation for the working knowledge 
and principles with which a rural missionary must be conversant, 
before he or she takes the Indian farm work. It is very 
natural for the Government of India to look with extreme favor 
upon missionaries who will organize the farmers and reach out 
to the experiment station for aid. 
It now opens for us from the scope of this study to 
inquire into the peasant life of India, and its vario~s impli-
cations, social, economic, rural habitats, and the nature of 
India's appaling illi te!'acy, the lack of health and medical aid, 
the women's social and econo~c mnditions, the agricultural im-
provements through government projects, in farms, animal hus-
bandry, rural science and education. The regeneration of 
India's rural millions through the works of the various agri-
cultural missions and industries would follow the application 
of wise recommendations based on this investigation. 
I' 
,j 
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CHAPrER I 
Indi an Peasant 
Village Life 
l!'rom time immemorial, in India, the :people have 
'I 
11 lived. in small villages, the mud houses of which are huddled 
I' i! 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
,i 
I' 
,I 
I 
together in more or less compact area situated in the midst of 
the fields which :provide $ the means of livelihood to their 
occupants. "The farms and farmsteads which are so 
feature of the rural life of the western countries 
absent . There is no obvious link between the home 
:prominent a 
are entirely' 
of the in-
dividual cultivator and the fields he tills. His house in the 
village and the fields which make up his small holdings are 
scatt ered over the area of land attached to it. In the south 
and east coast of India, the average holding is about five 
! j acres and elsewhere not more than half the holdings exceed this 
j! limit. n 1 Even more serious than the smallness of a ma.n' s 
li 
,; 
ii ,, 
!! 
'I I, 
!I li 
li 
I' 
,I ,, 
ii 
li 
I 
hold.ing i s its fragmentation into many :plots widely separated 
from each other, which is a disastrously uneconomic drain. 
"These small farms are usually scattered and. 'fragmented' into 
a number of small plots, very often distributed within a radius 
of a mil e or so around the village. 112 Some of the evil effects 
due to these split up disconnected fragments are as follo ws: 
i waste of time, prevention of :permanent improvement of the land 
I 
I 
! 
1 1. Report of the Royal Commissi on on Agriculture in India 
1' (Abridged). Page 56 • 
. j 2 . Hi gginbottom, Sam, "The Gospel and the Plough ." Page 13. 
=----1----==--~--
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and orderly organization of labor and capital and serious 
I 
''The ca:use s of tl1e trouble are l,i interference with cultivation. . 
the Hindu law of inheritance calling for a division of all 
property no matter how small, and the customs connected with 
that law by which each child receives of every plot owned by 
the diseased.nl 
Large cultivated areas in India have as dense a 
popula tion as England. Nearly half the population live on a 
sixth of the area. The main factors promoting dense populatio 
in Indi a are, good rainfall, -irrigation , evenness of surface, 
richness of soil and small amount of malaria. 
India has 664,426 revenue villages averag~ng 452 
each. Places less than 2 ,000 contain 86 per cent of the vil-
l ages . The number of hamlets or clu.s ters of houses may be' 
roughly estimated at a millien and a half whil e there are only 
2,483 towns and cities. The Royal Commission on Agri culture 
further explains, "Large towns are few and great cities are 
rare; most of these thousands of villages have not yet been 
touche d by metalled road or railway; post Qffices are many 
miles away; telegraphic offices still more distant from each 
other. Except in the North Vlest, the whole country is de-
pendent . on the monsoon and all major agricultural operations 
are fixed and timed by this phenomenon. n2· 
1. Higginbottom, Sam, "The Gospel and the Plough" Page 1 3 . 
2. Roya~ Commis s ion Report. Page 12. 
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The 45 inches of average rainfall is also unevenly 
distributed from season to season, 35 inches of it coming 
during the heavy do\vnpours frmn June to Septenroer. Therefore 
one of India's most pressing problems is to spread the water 
supply to those months when the crops need it most. The 
irrigation systems introduced by the British have been an 
enormous boon to the cultivation. The following t~ble gives 
us a graphic account of the main methods of irrigation and 
the amount of areas that are watered by the government. 
Main Methods of 
Irrigation 
Governroont canals 
Wells 
Tanks 
Private canals 
Other sources 
..... 
. . . . . 
..... 
••••• 
..... 
Millions of 
Acres watered (1932) 
21.6 
11.7 
6.2 
3.6 
5.7 
It would take volumes to describe the many methods 
which the government takes as w~ll as time and expense to ir-
1 
rigate the parched-up parts of India. But it would be suf-
ficient to say that the peasants in India, have canals, tanks, 
wells and other sources. Under canals 11 come all works of any 
considerable size for diverting the waters of streams or rivers, 
and carrying them on to the land; under 1 tanks 1 all works for 
the storage of water, and all nat~ral depressions of which 
water is used for irrigation; und~r 'wells' works fer giving 
access to the subterranean supply; 1 other sources 1 have been 
t 
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consisting for the most part of 'bunds' for the storage of 
rainfalls. nl 
Before we enter into the aspects of the famines and 
the agents that causes them in rural lite o:r India, it would 
be relevent to look into the villagers' life situation, the 
entrenched social inertia, child-marriages, illiteracy and 
poverty. 
The Indian farmer has been a.nd will always be the 
foundation of the economic struct1ITe of India. His welfare is 
a national concern. It would be sufficient here to describe 
Al'l 
the picturesque life ofi\Indian village as told most lucidly by 
Professor Basil l;iathews in his HThe Church 'fakes Root in India.' 
In the opening chapters on "The Rhythm of Village life, 11 
Professor Mathews says, "As the western visitor walks toward 
an Indian village, he sees the men harvesting in the fields 
and. the women gleaning behind. them. He gazes at the golden 
a.ust that the home-ward. going cattle*' raise in the afternoon 
sunlight, hears the splash of water from the goat-slcin bags 
used. for irrigating the gardens, and the thud that announces 
that the washerman is hammering clothes on the flat stone at 
the river• s edge. The rhythm of Indian peas~:> ... nt life begins to 
beat in his consciousness •...• We see the children running in 
and out of little village houses that may be only a year or 
two old y et are the most ancient of all the homes of the 
Indian. !rhey are small mud huts, each some ten feet by twelve 
-- -- ·-- -- ----
------
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or more with a mud veranda shaded by the extension of the palm 
or thatch roof beyond the low house wall. The monsoons of a 
thousand successive seasons may wash millions of these huts 
away; but always the new home goes up on the persistent 
pattern; and what was is, and will be."1 This vivid narration 
as it is written could never be so poignant and true if it were 
not from Professor Mathews, who very recently returned from 
India, where he studied well rural life. Lord Linlithgow in 
his booklet "The Indian Peasant" has also drawn similar 
beautiful accounts of the village life in the following: 
"For life in the villages flows happily enough. At some 
seasons of the year work on the holdings is extremely arduous, 
at other times between the gathering of one crop and the 
i preparation of the soil for the next there is leisure and 
I to spare. Marriages and other ceremonies make a. welcome break 
,I 
i! 
II 
in the routine of existence, and in India the male on-lookers 
appear to get a.s much interest and amusement out of a wedding 
as do the ladies nearer home. Faction, quarrels and litigation 
are fertile sources of rumor and debate, and if other subject 
flag, there always remain the burning questions of produce 
prices and land revenues to fall back upon. Child life in the 
1. Mathews, Basil, "The Church Takes Root in India." Page 7. 
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country side is happy and carefree. Children innumerable were 
nourished .as .a rule, and much adored by their doting parents, 
entertaining themselves in much the same fashion as do their ki d 
in this country. 111 
Now looking back again to the village life we observe I 
at once the extreme simplicity of the people in their humble 
abodes. As has been mentioned the Indian peasant families live 
I 
in thatched mud huts, and as a rule women are always at work 
with one thing or another. "She is proud of her jars and 
I 
bowls of dull red or polished black earthenware that stand on 
,I the floor. Some brass trays and copper cooking-pots, indus-
triously rubbed to a high sheen adorn the less poverty-stricken 
II homes. In one corner is -th~ place where the family stand to 
I 
-- -- j __ 
bathe, pouring water over the head -and trunk. At another 
corner, is the tiny mud cooking pl@.ce, of horseshoe shape--
unless often is the case the cooking is done outside. 112 The 
families who live in these huts spend most of their time in the 
open air or working on the land. Since caste systems are 
usually found but in some cases the_y are less felt, it is 
a~ usual sight to see the out-castes or the untouchables 
live exclusively outside these villages, naving for themselves 
th·e rude broken-down shelters, where the _ most meager 
necessities of -life are all that can be obtained. 
1. Linlithgow, "The Indian Peasant." Page 31. 
2. Mathews, Basil, "The Church Takes .Root in India." Page 8. 
- -- -- - --
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While in the hamlets where the families of villagers 
live, we find people in groups of as many as eighty dwelling 
together, comprising all the descendants from one living 
ancestor. 
The modern villager does not change his permanent 
residence except for strong economic or social reasons, 90 
per cent of the people being found in their native districts. 
But during slack agricultural months, many villagers from 
certain areas go to work in the factories or mines in neighbor-
ing towns. 
1. Mathews, Basil, "The Church Takes Root in India." Page 8. 
2. "Sarda Act of 1929" illegalized performances of matrimony 
between minors, who are below age. It raised marriageable 
age to fifteen for girls and eighteen for boys. The in-
-24-
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Per Cent of Persons who have been married.l 
Age Males Females 
0 - 5 1.7 3.2 
5 
- 10 8.3 20.6 
10 
- 15 16.0 40.7 
15 
- 20 46.6 86.1 
20 - 25 64.9 95.3 
In 1931 over 12 million wives were under fifteen 
years of age. The climatic conditions, religious customs, 
and traditional family observances keep up old social habits. 
The following table is very interesting as a study of the 
relative strength of the various religious groups in India. 
fringement of this law · would mean RslOOO (about $300) fine 
on party or parties who performed such matrimony and a 
prison term of three years. See Randive, "Population 
Problem of India," page 42 also Encyclopaedia Britannica 
11th edition. Full details of the child marriages and 
the nature of the various forces that go to abolish such 
practices in India, the causes, and the events that con-
sequently led toward the enactment of Sarda Act of 1929 
in the Indian Legislative Assembly, Mahatma Gandhi's 
support and the Indian National Congress' most favored 
opinion in raising the marriageable age, and the accounts 
of which are found in E. Thompson's "Reconstruction of 
India." 1930. 
1. 1931 Census of India I, II Page 120. 
-- ·---
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Per Cent of Person, 10 to 15 years who are marriedl 
Males Females 
Hindus 17.5 42.'7 
Muslims 12.8 40.1 
Tribal 10.6 23.'7 
Jains 7.2 29.3 
Sikhs 6.6 20.9 
Christians 3.1 11.3 
Infant and early child marriage is enjoined by many 
of the higher castes, but is attacked by reformers on very 
strong grounds. Mahatma Gandhi wanted the young ladies of 
India to wait till they reach 21 or even 25 years. Vfuile 
the Socialist leader of modern India, Pundit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, calls on ·the nation to "wake up to the situation, and 
Indi~ in order to gain complete freedom politically, should 
see the social redemption of her teeming peasants first. 
Mass education, and improvement of their economic standards 
should be scientifically worked out ••• " 2 
The missionaries residihg in India have observed 
that the infant marriages take away the opportunity f or 
education and the natural formation of balanced character 
.dur ing adolescence. They plunge girls prematurely into the 
strain of child-bearing. They kill and cripple countless 
1. 1931 Census of India I, II Pa~e 122. 
2. Jawaharlal Nehru's, Speeches ' Indian Agrarian Reforms" 
Hindu. October, 1935. 
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girl-mothers and they bring millions of weaklings into a com-
pet-iti-ve world. The Sarda Act has now made illegal the 
marriage of boys under 18, and girls 1.mder 15, but it is often 
disobeyed. While discussing this child marriage issue, we shouJ 
not be deluded by the belief that all India follow the custom. 
It is prevalent ~n the other hand in some castes, high and 
low, who firid themselves compelled by circumstances to 
practice adult marriages in spite of the theories of the ancien 
"Manu" (Hindu Sacred books), and if the girl is 20 the man 
shall abstain from co-habitation three days after the marriage 
ceremony, and if he is still older, only one day.nl This also 
gives us the view., --the wife b ecomes the ruler of the husb and ' s 
household. 
As a usual thing, the betrothal is binding and takes 
place in infancy, the marriage proper is performed in child-
hood, and the consummation takes place when the girl is 15 
! 
The marriage rites differ radically 1: and the boy is 18 or over. 
I according to religion, casts and geographical location. 
1: 
II 
I 
Marriage for the Hindu is of the utmost religious importance, 
"being not a personal contract, but an eternal sacrament on 
which depends the whole welfare of all the family and their 
ancestors, who are not supposed to rest easily in heaven unless 
the ceremonies of the first year are properly performed and an 
annual offering 
\~ 1. Gorinda Das, "Hindu Ethics.'' Page 72. 
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of gra in made by a male heir . nl Monogamy is usually common, 
but among Hoslems, more wives are permi t ted . The Hindus allow 
no divorce, but Moslems may divorce their wives on repa;yment 
of dowry. 
The most im~ortant and all- p ervading institution of 
village soci a l life is caste, one of the most powerful social 
systems ever devised by man . I n its main outlines it has 
stood unchanged for tvvo millennia . Universal ly look ed upon as 
an institution pe culiar to India, it has had traced to it , 
directly or indirectly a l most all of the evils from which 
rural Hindu life has suffered in the past, or is suffering 
now. "The s o- called pertrification of Hindus , the dis1mion 
among castes , the occ a sional f i ghts between them, the political 
impotence of the people as a whole, the existence of the un-
touGhables, the oppression of these and more are said_ to be 
IS 
progeny . ..• • 6aste by no means-'l pe culiar to India , the di visions 
of .Aryans themselves into thre e classes is usuall y expla ined 
by th e fact t hat the Aryans did not come into Ind.i a as one 
body bu t in successive horctes. 1'he later one still nomadic 
found_ earlier ones settled dovm as agriculturists ~md there-
fore with le ss of t h e coheren ce and militaristic organization 
natura l to nomadic tribes. It is not necessary to as sume 
that the earl ier Ary ans had en tered into marr i age-relations 
with the abori g ines a11d so destroyed t he ir racial purity . 
1 . G-ovinda. lJa s, "Hindu Ethics . 11 Pag e 52 . 
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Con q_uering nomadic tribes becomi n g :predominant over agricul tur 
communit i es i s too :fre~uent a ph enomenon in the hi s tory of the 
world to render resort to the possible dilution of Aryan 
blood as the explanation for the third among th e classes, 
n ame l ... v , Vaisyas."l Thus we have fo~IT main divisions of 
I ndian castes, namely, the tlili t ary or Kshatriya the va isya or 
t he commercial, the 1::.iudra or the agriculturist s , and. the fourt 
which is supposed to be the first class , the Brahmi ns . These 
are s aid to possess the superior i nte lligence and assumed. the 
role of priests and sages of India . It is thi s priestly class 
bec ame s o powerful in the religious life of Indi a tha t the 
other thr ee groups h ad to make way fo r their many allowances , 
whe t her in commerce o:-c in rura l life . The Brahmin c l as s 
observed their daily r outine of lif e i n s trict er ob servance o:f 
the codes of morality and reli gi on than other classe s of the 
cornmuni ty . Formerl y these belonged to the milit ary group, 
I and by t he shere allowa..nce of the Kshatrya s (:Ivrili t ary) who 
1 l ead in the politic al :power of the co~mtry , the Brahmins be-
l 
j! 
,I 
II 
II 
li 
; 
c ame t hepriests of the community. There is a very clo se re-
semblance betwe.en these two castes , both in r aci a l a..nd in-
t ell ectua l e q:lli :oment ; nthe Brahmans had. the ad.di tional ad-
v ant age of a calling as reli gious interpr eters of texts and 
l aws of ancient Hinclu codes . With the deepening influence of 
, reli gion on the comrmmi ty, the Brahmins once occupying a 
I 
I 
I secondar y place in the so cial rnnk progressed in sanctity un-
II 
1: 
11 1 . K. KEmnan . "A Civilization at Bay . " Page 68 . 
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I til they c a . .me to be reckoned the first among the four divisions I 
I 
: 
'I 
of t he Rinclus . nl The four main classes runongst Hindus originat d 
thus. It will be seen that · the color bar was as v i tal to caste 
a s it is among Muericans today. The first three castes, the 
Brahmins, the Kshatryas , and the Va isyas ·were Savarnas, those 
with colors ancl the last irva s the Avarnas those vJi thout . The 
word 11Varna" in literal Sanskrit or Sams1cri tha , mea...11s color . 
'.i'he ' Avarnas ' v.rere relegated to meni al jobs. .l:lu t the fi ght :for 
S11~9eriori ty between the fi rst t wo classe s went on as usual for 
a long time and Kshatryas vvoulcl not accep t tl1e second :place a t 
a ll. The earlier literature or the Hlndus gives aJTIJ,lle eviclence 
of serious ancl violent conflict on tneir part wi tn t he .brahmins 
Finally it broke with the acce ptance o1· the l atter as the in-
tellectua l l eaders ·which we see today. 
'l'he four mai n divisions o1· tne .tli ndus are not s o much 
c as t es as classes . They are not caste s as tHey are s o often 
spO}{en o1· . Vlhat distingui snes one c a ste from another is the 
prohibi tion in regard to inter-dining ru~d inter-marr iage . 
:: Because 01. the fane ied religious need,. the :pre sent pr actice 
of minute a.i:t.ferenti a tion i n the matter of t aking food from 
t he nancts O.L one :per sun and re :ru;:; ii1~ i "c ! 'rom tne na.rw.s o:r 
ano'tuvr is w ..... ol.Ly l.:rn1,:::n.o vm 'tO t.Lle ol.CL .hina.u .Law. :J.:.iLJLe an surd i ty 
o.L t.ne :presen1.1 a.ay practice J . .!.as onl. ~r tu be S"l~atea. 1JO ue 
J.auc,uea. a 1J, i.L it v.rere IWI.i a mau t e r OI' sucu 5 rave· impor ·v in iG:::; 
:.--_-:_-;:-_-.==----- - - --=--:------===---:--=-~--=---------
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conse Quences •.. After the offering of the cooked rice before 
the Deity Shri-Vishuu, becomes holy, and the touch of a 
Pariah, even does not pollute it as may be seen any day on 
railway :pl atforms in South Indi a . Yet again, there are :parts 
of India, where out-castes may end does cook f or the highest 
castes and no one dreams of taking objection to clrinldng 
water from even a le a ther-bag and brought by 1Iussalman water 
c ariers too. nl It is highly obj ectionable on the :part of 
Brahmins ancl any other superior castes in India to deal any-
thing v.ri th the out-castes. Their religious belief condemns sue 
associations. They believe that serious conse Quences in the 
life would follow after death. The belief in the law of 
K~a iorbids any such free intercourse. But look what 
Mahat ma Gandhi, is saying to the upper-class Hindu orthodox 
groups. "The present heinous :practice must be given up in 
favor of free inter-dining, not only among the Hindus of 
various creeds and castes, but also with men of other than 
the Hindu persuasion. Let the Harijans, 'God's :peoples' or 
the 'untouchables,' be given the freedom of temple entry, and 
opening of Ghats 'bathing resorts' be opened to them."2 
Gandhi a lso further said, " We Hindus may not expect fr eedom 
as long as we hold dovm a :fifth of ourselves. ( 52 millions of 
India's outcasts) as bondsmen unfit even to be touched and 
1. Govincl Das, "Hindu Ethics .u Page 108. 
2. :M:.K. Gandhi, "Speeches and Vv'ritings ." Appeared in nyoung 
Indian" Edited by Gandhi, at Ahmedabad, December, 12, 1 92 9. 
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,I 
11 some times to be approached by us within a certain distance or 
·I 
11 to be seen by us.nl The Untouchables, whom Gandhi champions 
ill and calls them Harijans or "God' s people" are considered be-
l yond the :pale of human society. Their abode is mainly in 
I 
1 · the outskirts 
the orthodox peasant classes, through the l~tter line in 
the fields ru1d they cannot have access to of 
,, 
,, 
,. 
I! ,. 
!I 
il 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
hamlets as described before . They must spend their whole 
lives in meni a l and :polluting labor and must live by them-
selves outside the main village . If an Untouchable passes 
an orthodox village patriarch, the very shadow of him cast· 
on th e latter is considered a sin and a contamination. 'rhe 
11 hi gh caste :peasant at once ·would resign to a temple and 
i! ,, 
I! 
il 
II 
1: 
li 
II 
'I I. 
II 
I' I! 
,, 
:I 
li 
il 
ii 
!I 
il 
I 
absolve this sin by bathing in a Tlholy" tank. Their children 
have not generally been admitted into the village school . A 
Madras government order in 1919 stated 11 such children were 
admitted into only 609 schools out of 8,157 schools under the 
public management in the Madras Presidency. Although the 
regulat ions re q_uired that no boy was to be refused admission 
merely on the ground of caste . In South India we find these 
groups are known as 11Pariahs 11 form a large section of the 
"Untouchables ," In North India, the rrchrunarsrr are the oppress 
classes. The hill trives of Nayadis belonging to :Malab ar dis-
trict of West Coast of India. Further , the Konds, the Bills , 
the Nagas and the Todas of theAboriginal tribes who live in 
I 1. M. K. Gru1dhi, in "Young India," December 12, 1929. 
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the hilly regions of central and North Eastern India are also 
included in the "Untouchable" class of India. Recent efforts 
of various foreign missions have opened a way of freedom in 
the matter of education, and of medical and other health 
clinics which releived the untold suffering in disease and 
in pestilence. 
"Caste is not all bad, 11 says Dr. Higginbottom in 
his "The Gospel and the Plow." "It has its good side. Surely 
a system which has succeeded in holding a great people together 
for untold centuries must have in it elements of cohesive 
strength. The trouble is that caste has t.mdergone so little 
change that it has failed to adopt itself to the changing 
conditions of human life. Caste is outgrown. It is anachron-
: ism in a world in which the railroad, the telegraph, the 
penny post, the steamboat and the printing-press (and. now the 
radio) have ceased to be nseven day wonders.ul The greatest 
work f~ the liberation of these downtrodden human beings 
has been done by various agricultural missions, which have 
made life worth living for millions of these peasants and 
have developed many strong and well educated leaders from their 
number. Much of their work may be studied in the coming 
chapters on "Rural Reconstruction. 11 In 1935 Dr. Ambedkar, a 
Columbia University graduate, created a profound stir by ex-
horting his fellow Untouchables to leave Hinduism. Much of 
1. Higginbottom, Sam, "The Gospel and The Plough" Page 28. 
- - -- -- ---
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the J!'oreign Missi ons work among the JJepressed classes of 
India will be discussed in the later chapters. 
With good reason Indi a has been called a God-in-
toxicated land. The Indian Villager is surrounded on all 
sides by a complex weo of "Dharman or religious and social 
oblig ation, which furnishes his standards and controls his 
actions . Like the farmer of every land h~ adheres firmly to 
the ways of his forefathers ·. Blind. cust om, strengthened as 
it is by the sanctions of Hinduism and authority of the villag 
elders often . prevails over reason. nThe Indian Mino_n adrni ts 
the late nationalist reformer, ~ajpat Rai "has for some cen-
turies been more or less in a state of captivity. ~he 
strictly regulated life of the ~hastras and the Shara the rule 
of the priest , the lack of OJJportuni ties for education, the 
constantly disturbed conditions of the country, the philoso-
phi c al pessimism of' the cre eds and the cults, the beli ttling 
of life by centuries of Monasticism, and asceticism, all had 
for some combined to make life in India static rather than 
dy-.a.ami c • nl 
The villager's reli g ious beliefs and :practices 
largely mould his social and educational life. In his mind 
every act and custom is intimately COlliJ.ected with religion. 
'l'he following table would show the pertinent facts about the 
chief re~igions of India:2 
1. Laj Pat Rai, "Problems of National .b;ducation in India." 
2 . India Census. 1931. 
62. 
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Per cen t Per cent Per cent 
incre ase of living 
Reli gion Thous ands 1881-1931 Li t ·eracy ':t owns 
-- -
Hindu 23 9 ,195 26 .8 8.4 10.5 
Moslem 77,678 55.0 6.4 1 3 .5 
'l'ri b a l 8,280 28 .8 0.7 0.7 
Ghrist ian 6,297 238.1 27.9 20.2 
;:>ilrns 4,336 133.9 9.1 7.0 
Jains 1,252 2.5 35.3 34.6 
Zoro a strian 110 28.5 79.1 89.1 
In s pite of the presen ce of these othe r r e lig ions, 
Indi a ' s life is domina ted by Hinduism, to which about seven 
i n 
out of every t en peo ple render so me degree of allegiance. It 
is an ancient and compo s ite reli gion c on t a ining philoso phic 
and r elig ious e lements of hi gh value , bu t a lso in its p opular 
phases much tha t is mediocre, de gr aded and sensual.l 'l'he pre-
v a iling beli efs and practices of t he mass of village nindus 
are cons idered in th e following page s rather than the ideals 
of the religion at its best. 'l' he Hindu Qoctrines of trru1s-
mi gr a tion and Karma together with primeval tendencies toward 
f a t a lism, se em to have often cast a dark shadow over village 
life and to have enfe ebled the power of resolute action. By 
the doctrine of transmigration souls are believe d to be 
emanations from the divine spirit which are incarned innumer-
1. See Encyclopaedi a of Religi on an d ~thics and Encyclo paedi a 
o:f Britannic a , 11th .l!:di t ion on "Hinduism." 
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able times into the body of a man, a woman, an animal or even 
a plant . . . • Th A doctrine of KBrma with its sense of the 
inevitability of 'IYhatever is one 1 s fate , the system results in 
a considerable measure of contentm.ent. • •• It has to be 
confessed , however, that in practice the reciprocity is ). 
limited. If famine threatens the g roup , the outcaste has to I 
take the brunt . nl It is this Karma faith in Hinduism that ... i ·s th 
I 
bottom of all caste orge.nization , and the life in t]J.e I ndian ) 
ville"ge is determined by this Karma views in· each and every I 
details. Hinduism also influences the villagers toward an 
exaltati on of asceticism and a profound conviction of the 
v ain and trans itory nature of the world that they see and feel. 
"The genera l prevailing idea of life :m India is that it is a 
necessary evi l. That life is a misery and a misfortune from 
which it is desira.ble to escape . is so deeply written in the 
souls of our people that is not easy to efface it ." 2 This is 
evidenced by reverence paid to the millions of reli g ious 
mendicants e.nd asectics, whose renunciation is regarded as the 
hi ghest form of religion and whose curse much feared. A sort 
of :psychosis Pholia, exists in all the minds of Hindu 
villagers , whether they be an Untouchable S' or ·. regular Hindu s 
or :&.e s .Bra.hmin:;J. An overwhelming terror of the village goclde ss s 
and angry ghosts, evil spirits and "saitans .n (Satans ) ·would 
possess the villagers if they would not propitiate them with 
1. Hathevvs, Basi l, nThe Chu rch Take s Root in India," Page 22 . 
2. Laj pat Rai. 11The Pro'blemsof National Education in I ndia . rr 
Page 39. 
I, 
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1 alms l'lnc1 camphor burnings , and offeri ngs of fruits and flowers 
!I 
II ,, 
n 
H ,, 
I• ;j 
'I 
'I I, 
!I 
I 
I, 
I! 
a t their various village t emp l es, is daily experience of the s e 
Hindu rura l people. 11 • • • The Hi n du villag er has n o con-
ception of the reign of law in the natural world . 'rhe oc-
currence of miracles is a matter of daily obse!'1rance . nl Also 
" there is n ot an obj e c t i n heaven or earth which a Hinclu is 
not pr e:pared to worship . n2 
Th e ordinary vi l l ager wor ships his divinities with 
i food , animal sacrifices , incense , the waving of lights and 
I 
~~ t h e r i n ging of bells . I n thi s he vrorship s a vivid, approach-
!! able :person, a11d any idea of a single creator b a ck of the 
II 
I' 
1
1 idols i;_-: very shado·wy . 'l'he I n dian :pe asants show deep desire 
Il
l 
f or :pi l grimag es . They trave l to far :places wher e fes t i vals 
I 
1 are held.. Two or three millions gather at Allahaba d every 
1
j t welfth year fo r the nKu mb a Helan to bathe in the holy waters 
II! where th e tri but a.ry Jumma meets th e Gru1ge s; 11 thi ther men , 
jl 
,• women and children, rich and poo r f lock from town and village 
,l 
I, !i for hundreds a nd. thousands of miles, in the efforts to vmsh 
I· 
!! away their sins , end to gai n merit by g iving to holy men and 
,r 
II 
~ 3 jl other be ggars . If Similar festiv a ls are a lso held elsewhere, 
11 s .. nd eve ry templ e has its feast d.ays when people gather from the 
li ji surr01LYJ.ding country to g a in special pe titions and g oo d luck 
1! by worship-ping and g iving a lms, and h e l p ing to _draw the great 
il 
I 1. The Encyclo:paedia of Re ligion and Ethics , Vol . VI. Page 710 . 
2. Moni e r Williarns . 11 Brahmanism and Hinduism" . Page 230 . also 
1: J . N. ]'ar q,uhar, "Cr own of Hinduism, 11 Page 449 . 
II 3 . Mas on Alcott, " Better Village Schools . n Page 53 • 
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idol cars. 
Here is another weaJme ss we find ingrained in the 
reli gious life of the villagers, which has become the age 
:Ji, 
long curse to rural India . The priests, 11 astrologers ancl ~ 
famous reli gious men in the villages are often :parasites of 
the people , takine from them the money that is needed for 
necessities and giving nothine excep t a f alse confidence in 
good lucJc and su:persti ti on . In the next division we shall 
study the signs of change in economic ancl administration of 
the Indian village. 
.I 
I 
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B. General .l<'eatures of' Rural Life 
In the foregoing part we endeavored to su~vey the 
Indi an village life situation and its various implic a tions 
shaping the rural existence of the peasant. We saw a lso their 
caste systems, the existence of early marriages, the causes for 
them and their religious movements. Now we must see the work 
of the rural economic and administrative factors which would 
render the rural community more receptive to new ideas and 
facilitate the introc1uction of measures tending to improve 
rural conditions. 
As we have seen, in the s t art, in a comprehensive 
survey of the great suo-continent of India, one cannot but be 
str1..w k by the apparent diversities it presents. Its vast 
area comprises many varieties of' climate, all classes of soil 
and cultivation are to be found VJithin its borders. Its 
ha. s 
population, as we have studied, I\ man:r different elements, and 
almost every stage of social development is represented. In 
such circumstances it might seem well~nigh hopeless to frame 
generalizations of value regarding the cultivator and. his 
surroUJ."ld.ings. Hut there are cert s . in economic and social con-
a.i tions which are common to almost the whole of India. There 
are very few large cities or urban areas; agricul t1...rre by far 
the most important inc1ustr;}r ; the typical unit of cultivation 
is a holding of a few acres. ~he ~ore the fragmentation the 
more wastage there is on lands. This t.m e conomic holding is the 
result of the .H.indu Law of Inheritance. "By this law every 
-40-
male member of the fe.n1ily obtains a share in the a11cestral 
property of the family not only on his father's death, but a t 
his o~m birth. And like the prodiga l son in the parable, he 
may demand a partition of the property at any time. rrl This 
to the question ,-
leads naturally~what is an economic holding? The same author 
observe s , "It is a hold ing which allows a. man a chance of 
producing s1:lf'±'ici ent to support himself and. his family in 
rea s onable comfort, after paying the necessary expenses. n2 
The se holdings are as a rule, 11 big or small, are not in one 
compact block, but scattered in small bits e.ll over a ville~ge, 
or often distributed. amongst several village s . A small land-
holder it is reco gnized, does not usually possess an economic 
holding . It is too small in the first place a.11.d much too 
scatte re d in the second. But a large proportion of small 
hold.ers , vrho cannot possibly make a living out of their hold.in s 
alone, take other pieces of land in the vicinity on lease and 
so become tenants as well. Indeed these s mall holder s turn 
out to be the best tenants. 11They have vested interests in th 
loc ality and the cattle and implements they possess as l e~d-
holders are used for cultivating the la11ds t aken on lease. 
Small holders and tenants snd members of their families often 
hire themselves out to others as farm l aborers, when they 
have not enough work to d o on their own fields. ..!:<'ragmen t a tion 
of holdings, therefore is not s u ch a great evil as it would 
1. Sathianathan. "Agricultural Indebte d.ness. 11 Page 23. 
2. Ibid .• 
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be if the practi ces detailed above were not in vogue. Yet 
the fragm entation is one of the basic causes of debt; a.nd 
consolidation is urgently neede~."l 
So far we can see, the needs of the Indian cultivator 
have hitherto been few. 'l'he ville~ge life has been self-con-
tained and the village r has had little contact with the great 
world outside. But history shows that the p e asant benefits 
from the stimulus of urban centers in his midst and from the 
standards set by an industrial population. 'l'he average 
Indian cultivator knows nothing of cities and almost nothing 
of industry. Illiterate himself, he has , as a rule no one in 
his village to whom he can turn for advice . 11 Illiteracy is a 
potent barrier against the penetration of new notions end new 
ambitions into th e ville.ge communi ties. 112 11he Ind.ian census 
defines a literate as na person who c an read his reply.;z. ~ and 
thus does not call li terate the tens of thousands who cs.n read 
relig ious books but a re unabl eto ·write, while in the United 
States census, the illiteracy figures <('should be understood as 
representing only those persons who h ave had no schooling what -
ever."3 India without Burma has 23 . 5 million literates out of 
284 million people over 5 years of age or only 8 . 3 :9er cent . 
It varies with the P rovince : 
1. Sathianathan . HAgricultur al Indebtedness. 11 Pag e 25 . 
2 . Lin}ithgovv . "The I ndiru1 Peasant ." Page 15. 
3. I ndia Census 1920. Vol III Page 10. 
===-=- .------------------- . ----
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~er cent I ncrease over 1 921 . 
Bengal 
bombay 
Uadras 
Assam 
Central Provi nces 
l)tmjah 
United Provinces 
Behar and Ari ssa 
Per cent 
Literate 
11 .1 
10 . 8 
10 . 8 
9 . 3 
6.6 
6 . 3 
5 . 5 
5 . 3 
Percen tage 
9 . 7 
20 . 9 
19 . 1 
41.0 
38 . 1 
46 . 9 
34 . 4 
8 .9 
Among the persons of' all ages lit erary per c ents 
Fr~mc~, 80 ; ~ngland , 76 ; United States, 75; J apan , 72. 
Literacy in Indi a is more prevalent in cities and 
tovms thBn in the Villages . Hin the 34 largest Cities , males 
are nearly thrice and femal es six times as literate as in the 
general :population .•..• 'rhere are only 19 mi llion literates 
i n the Indie..n vill ages out of a total rural :popul at ion over 
5 yeaxs of 263 millions . The villages therefore have 244 
million illiterates over 5 years ."1 
Li tera:c y v aries widely with ocreupation a11d social 
status being generally hi gh amone priests, viri ters ~:.nd traders 
and lov·r a.Lno:ng th e de p re ssecl classes . ~oGle striking c ontrasts 
may be notecl : 2 
' 1. HE>. son 10lcott, If Better villages ~ chools . n Page 1 42 . 
2 . I bid. 
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l' er cent Literate 
J..iale s Females 
Nayars 60.3 27.6 
Brahmf!Xl.S 43 .7 9 .6 
Ra j puts 15 . 3 1.3 
Ghamars 1.0 1 . 0 
The lit eracy percentage for :p ersons over 5 years 
in I ncli a without Burma are : 1 
Zoro a strians 7 9 .1 ::>i1chs 9 .1 
Jews 41. 6 liindus 8 oL1 
J a ins 35 . 3 111uslims 6 . 4 
Chri s ti ans 27 . 9 Tri o a l 0 . 7 
'I' h e thre e faiths with the highest ~e r c en ts a r e "lew 
i n number and most l y t ovm traders. 
I n the vast majority of the villages the pe asant 
cL o e:::; :not want , "because h e has n ever lmovm such ameniti es a s 
modern sanita tion, puTe drinking water or skille cl medical 
aid . Out-breal:::s of seasonal diseases , such as cholert~ and 
mal ar ia, do not p rompt him to action s i n ce h e does not con-
nect them with the absence of such amenitie s . He regards 
vi s it a tions of e~idemics as part of the natu r a l order of the 
worla..n 2 Such are his clisabilities . His assets are , however, 
b y no means inconsiderable . From time i mmemori a l, he and. his 
1. Basil :Ma the·ws, 11 The Church Takes Root in I ndia ." Page 18 3 . 
2 . ':Lhe ~o yal Commission on Agriculture in Inclia . Page 480. 
I 
I, 
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fe llows h ave been accustomed. to rely on their exertions. · 'l'he 
vill ae;e has grovm , aJld. in the great majority of c ases still 
grmvs its food . The :p enalty of failure until recen tly has 
been st a rvation a.nd in extreme ce..ses , death . :::levere farn.ines 
ar e causec1 by the J':' ollowing element s of unus ual characters , 
vicis s itudes of season , as l.Ir . Ivi . L. Darling in his 11The 
Punjab Peasa.ntTI states , "The monsson may fail or whe .. t is more 
like ly near the hills, the rains may come at the wron g time; 
or a river may rise ancl sweep away ho..rvest, hamlet e.nd. herd . 
In s uch circumstance s to support a f amily upon a few a c re:s. 
without g etting into debt re CJ:ctires a level of skill , industry 
and. thrift seldom attai ned. in a hot com1try . n I t has been 
reck one d. that a cycle of five years will give one good. y e ar , 
and. one bad. and. three neither bad. or goocL vvhich coul d_ be 
consicLered. as normal . Th e ravages by wilc1 animals 8.nd crop 
·9ests cause considerabl e c1amage . 'l'he rice is the staple 
food for the millions in Indi a ; a bug which i s knovm as r rice-
the 
bug ' i s a menace to~paddy near forest~ and wi l l often devastat 
a whole promising crop i n a fevv days . The officers of the 
Governme:1t Agricul tur a l department when appealed for help a..11d 
aid by the nyots of 0outh Kanavain t he J?resi d.ency of 1-.i:adras , 
South Inc1ia , offered. the bri ght suggestion that Em en ormous 
net should b e procured to cover the fields and net such in-
sects . 1 
A cloud of l ocust s c an l ay bare a vast expru1se of 
- - ------- ------· 
1 . M. L. Darling in 11 Rus t:t..eu:83 Lo q~li tar . 11 q_uoted by ll;i:r . 
Sathi anathan in h i s "Agricul tural Indebtedness . 11 Page 1 2 . 
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cultivation in a few hours • .::>orne years ago , I was an eye wit-
ness to such a visita tion in the An ant a:pur district , Madras, 
Indi a . The locusts sudd enly a:p~eared ih millions. I thought 
we were caught in a great dust storm. 0hortly afterwards , the 
ground was c overec1 wi th a c arpet of these insects 6 inches 
dee:p. Hilc1 ani:nals like elephant s , :p i g s, bisons, deer and 
monlceys are regular visitants fro m forests to nei ghboring 
fields. .J:I'or insta.nce in South Kanara (to state again ) a herd 
of wild elephants wou l d te ar do\lm [:11d com-p l etely rl evastate in 
a short time a fine :p l antation reared with infinite care and 
immense expense. ~his also is true in the district of 
Coimbatore. .Again the rat is a greedy r•odent which is 
reputed to c onsume 6 lb. of grain, rice, wheat or corn a year . 
Professor Uukerjee of Luchnow University estima tes the loss 
caus ed by r a ts in India :per year at Rs 22 crones about 80 
million doll ars • 
.Although, throughout the history of India famines 
due to c1rought ~lave been frecruent and often widespread , they 
have never be en general over th e whole country. '{i th no 
l arge to·wns, no industrial :po:pulati on on t he modern scale an d 
little or no means of export over_-seas , the production of 
food grains and other agricultural :produce was perfo rce con-
fined to the demand i'or local consumption. VJh en favorable 
seasons yielded a surplus this was stored. l::.:iuch stores were 
common, for the surplus could not be sold and storage was the 
obvious means of disposing o:f it. Private reserves of food 
- ---- -------- ------ ------- --- - - - - .:o.-==-·-=--==~---==:.:.=·::·==:;._:;:~- - -- - --,;:_;;--=· - -=--= :·-=-==~===-='-"'-="ff--"~-=-===-==-= 
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they were limi t ed in amount and insufficient to sustain a 
family through a season of prolonge d dearth. 
"Lack of capital is another factor tending to :per-
petuate crude methods, primitive implem ents, and to l essen 
exp eri~ent s and t he use of fertilizers. Provided the f ar mer 
has enough fund.s, and the benefits have been thoroughly 
demonstrated to him, he is generally willing to adopt im-
prove men ts. ul Out of a total of 263 million acres sovm in 
British Indi a 205 million are used f or food grains . IUce is 
1: 
1 the great crop of the flat lands vd th warm .climate, r a infall, 
F ,. 
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or irrigation. Despite so much said about famines and the 
cause s for the same, India still could produce better foo d , 
if were 
which, if scientifically organized, end./\ the villagers A taught the 
improved methods in agriculture, could feed end sustain not 
only entire India, but the world. In North and central India 
the great crop is winter wheat, a third of which is irrigated. 
Irri gation systems have g iven India a boon to meet the 
droug th striken famine areas. 'l' he government irrigation 
systems of varying nature and extent are to be found throughout 
India and a number of new projects are ~uder construction or 
consideration . Certain works which are unremunerative in their 
operation have be en constructed as an insurance against crop 
failure in districts of :precarious r ainfall. The great Su_'lcJ.::ur 
1. Mason Olcott, 11Better Village Schools." Page 18 . 
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Barrage, E:tands across the mi ghty river Indus, which per-
ennially irrigates an area amount s to 5! million acres or 
500,000 a cres in excess of the whole cultivable area of Egypt. 
This '1/Vi ll bring the total irri gated area in British Indi a to 
more than 55 million acres. 
Further more to avert a11d. remedy this crime of 
unnatural famines in the midst of millions of r "LITal Indians, 
the Government of India have opened great big road-ways and 
railway s and markets. 
For the transportation of crop s and people, India 
has a system of good trunk roads, with 20 mile s for every 
100 s q_uare miles o:t' a rea, while the United States has 80. 
"Indi a has 84 mi les of road for every 100,000 people and the 
United States ha s 2 , 550. Often a village or hamle t has no 
communication with the outside world except an extre mely 
narrow footpath between the rice fields. Where dirt car 
tra ck s exist, they are freQuently impassable to carts in the 
rainy season becaus e of mud or swif tly rushing torrents , and 
in the dry season are hard going because of sand and dust. 
The nearly six million bullock c arts are still the vehicl e s 
predominant ly used for transporting goods . Motor busses 
have r ecently increased. with great rapid.i t y ancl now move 
millions of people from place to place. In a few years motor 
trucks will be doing more of the marketing . India has 2 ,083 
people to one motor c ar, Japan 729, England 30 and the United 
===· -· - - - =-:...:..;· ==-==-=.::= 
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0tates 5 ."1 
Spewci ng of entire Indi a relative to the development 
of roads and the construction thereof, .Madras is the only 
province ·whose g overnment ha·s . s:p ent and. :Provided annual grants 
of several millions of dollars for t he construction of high 
the 
roads, thus making them best in all India. 
In the development of communic a tions generally , · 
railways and roads should be regarded as comple:nentary each 
to the other. The road systems linJcs u p the cultivators 
hol(l ing with t he loca l mru."kets and the nearest railway station, 
while the r a ilway provides the connecting links between the 
area of production and consumers a t a distance · and between the 
manui'acturer in the town a nd. the cul ti vat or who pur chaEes his 
ploughs , his fertilizers and cloth . Without g ood and sufficien 
roads , no rai l way can collect for transport enough produce to 
render its operations profitable, while the best of roads 
cannot :place the :prod.ucer of crops destined for mark ets over-
seas or fOr distant parts of the sub-continent in touch with 
the consumer. ::lays the Agricultural Commission, in this re-
gard, "We trust tha t it may be found possible to avoid in 
Indi a the . senseless and wasteful competition between rail and 
motor traf f ic that is today taking place in many EtU'ope-an 
countries (which a~so i ncludes Alllerica) . We apprehend that, 
where roads exis t para llel to railways, it may be d iff i cult 
to arrange for a policy of cooperation betwe en the t wo forms 
--------------------------------------------------------
1. Royal Commission on Indian Agricu lture. Report . P age 36 9 . 
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of transp or t. But in planning new p rograms of road . and rail-
way extensi ons we h ope that roads may be designed , to serve 
rather as feedeos of railways t han as competitors for such 
traffic a s the railway is capable of carrying efficiently and 
economically. We think it probable that conditions of we ather 
in India, whi ch combine extreme dryness for many months of the 
y ea:r with continuous aniheavy r a ini:all concentrated in a j· 
shorter per iod, may be found to render the maintenance of :roads 
capable of carrying heavy motor traffic extremely expensive. rrl 
The following table showing the exten t of railvvays 
in India in comparison to the major countries of the world, 
which are predominantly agricultural in character, may be of 
s pecial relevru.1ce and interest. The figures .have been t aken 
from the 11Railway statistics of the United St a tes of ih.'Tlerica 
for the y ear ending .uecember 21, 1 926."2 
Hileage 
Countries utate Total 
Railwa~ Railways 
United ;;)tates 
of Americ a 
Canada 20,596 
24 9 , 398 
40,351 
48 , 579 
35, 528 
India 27,264 
Rus s i a in Europe 24, 509 
Australia and 
Ne w Ze a l and 
.Argentine 
Union of South 
Africa 
28,277 
3,985 
11,478 
28,748 
23, 42 9 
12, 481 
Inhabitants 
per mile 
.Miles of 
line per 
100 of line 
mi les sq_uare 
8 .42 469 
1.0 222 
4 .2 7894 
1.5 3 709 
0.9 2:e,~ 
2.0 3 '75 
2.4 605 
1. Royal Commission in l ndi an Agriculture, P age 377. 
2. 11 Railvmy Statistics of United States of America for the 
year ending .uecember 31 , 1926. 11 Published by the Slason 
'l'hompson Bureau of Rai lway News and ;;)t a ti sties. Chic ago . 1 9~ 7. 
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Experience in India since the earliest days of rail-
way construction in 1 862 up till now goes to show that the 
rural population is very ready to take full advantage of 
opportm1ities for transport by rail, whe t h er of passeng ers or f 
go ods. .:::;ir Danie 1 Hamil ton ·wrote. rrwe have given the people 
a railway s y stem which removes their surplus crops, but we 
have not given them a banking system to bring back the price. 
'l'he world ta:k:e s the surplus crops, the uowcar (Money lender ) 
and the trader ta.ice the money and tne devel takes the people. 11 
"The coming· oi' the railway end the steamship" 
( accordi ng to the Indian Industrial Commission, pa.ge 2 ) , "the 
opening of the Suez Canal, and the extension of peace and 
seC""Llri ty by ~he .gro·wth of the British power, have brought 
about very great change s. In earli er times , every ville.ge 
not only grew most of its own food., but either provided from 
its ovm resources or obtained close at hand its few simple 
wants . rr The commission reports an increasing degree · of loc al 
speci2"li zation in particular crops , especially those gro\'\m 
for export and further says: nMar}.::ets have sprung up on or 
near the railway, where the foreign exporters or the larger 
Indi an collecting firms have their agencies; and the ryot is 
n ow not far behind hanli in his knovrledge of the fluctuation 
in the world prices of the principal crops which he grows . 
Im:9roved means of communication have had another important 
1. Sir Daniel Hamilton, "India, Her Present anc1 Future," 
"Ca].e•tll.:t".ta Review,rr July 1916. Pag e 295. 
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I' i! I effect in altering the nature of the famines to which so large 1 
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a part of I ndia is exposed , and in lessening the disastrous 
results."1 
It would be also very interesting to note in this 
I 
I 
I II 
ll 
li 
'I 
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respect of marketing in India and. how she stands in respect of I 
,, 
'I L 
the world trade, to quote Dr. Sam Higginbottom's account in hi~ 
I; 
I' d ,, 
;, 
"The Gospel and the Plow , n :page 39 , "Incli a had the le.rge st 
!t acreage under sugar-cand (about half the world's area under 
And until 1918 grew more cane Stl.gar I 
.I 
I 
:i sugar cane is in Indi a ) 
i: 
'fhe yield of sugar for 1918 ! p ;! 
,, 
E I! 
il 
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than any other country on earth. 
was estimated a t three million seven hundred thousand tons. 
"India grows and exports more tea than any other 
country in the world, three hundred and eighty million :po~uLdS 
1: ,. in 1918 . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i !I ,, 
" li ,. "India leads the world in the :production of oil seed~; 
I! 
'I I: castor, linseed, mustard, seasarnurn, ~~t, cocoanut and 
i· ~; :pea-nut oils. 
i! 
1: 
ii "India leads the world in the :production of sorghums 
ii jj and millets; :pigeon :pea ru1d other edible legumes. India 
11 grows about eighty million tons of food gTains a year. 
,I 
:/ "India has a world monopoly in the growing of jute, 
li 
'I 11 from which all our gunny bags and sacks are made. :, 
il "India leads the world in the :production of shellac 
r for varnish. 
I 
i 
'i '· 1. Indian Industrial Commission. 
!i 
l'ages 2 - 6. 
I 
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"In 1919 IndiH gr ew six million eight hundred 
thou sand bales of cotton on over twenty million acres, each 
bale weighing four hundred pounds. 
"India has several million acres under "Sanai" which 
yields a f i ber l ike hemp. 
11 India. has two hundred and sixty million head of 
horned cattle and water buffaloes. 
"Indi a is rich in fruit which include, on the plains, 
the mango , the banana, the papi t a , t h e custard apple, the 
b··· ~ ,. . - ......... 
bear j a ck fruit, t he O"P-ruige end citrus fruits; in the mountain 
grow ap ples, pears , c herries, pe a ches, plums, apricots and 
strawberries. Many of these were introduced by Dr. Carleton 
of the .American Presby terian Mission. 
11The largest silk mill in the world is in Kashmere . I 
"India is rich in spices and condiments of all kinds. , 
11 India mined over twenty -one milli on tons of coal 
during the last year for which fi e;u.res were published. Oil 
has just been disc overed in Indi a . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"This list is not exhaustive 11 writes Dr. Hi gginbott o I, 
ancl. states furt her, 11 i t shows the large aggregate prod.uction 
in India of the world 's staple crops and t heir wide variety. 
On the investigation of details it is found that India in 
gene r a l uses today the same t ool s an d implements that she used 
in the time of Jv oses, that the yields of these crop s per man 
engaged on t h e lancl raising the crop, are the lo·west for any 
civilized countr y on earth, this in spite of the fact that 
I 
I 
I 
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Indi a 's soil is naturally fertile, and the growing s eason so 
long .nl 
1. S am Hi gginbottom. nThe Gospe l and the Plough 11 • Page 40 . 
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u. Rural Indebtedness 
Agriculture as we have seen so far, has the employmen 
of about ninety per cent of Indians. Owing to many combined 
causes, this industry is carried on with very primitive methods 
~he result is that a considerable portion of the laboring 
population, ·which could :9rofi tably be employed in other pro-
ductive industries, are novr unnecessarily locked up in the 
agricultural industries. 
If we compare the q_uanti ty of work done by a given 
number of p eople in advanced countries with the same amount 
done in India the contrast is very striking. In the United 
Cit a,tes, for instance, five wor1anen can. perform as much agri-
cultural work with improved machinery as would req_uire one 
hundred laborers in India working with their antiquated im-
plements. ~he chief reasons why agricultu ral machinery is not 
used in India are three: 1 
(1) The ignorance of the ryot. 
( 2) His abject poverty, and 
(3) The fact that in India the chief agricultural 
industries of food products, oil seeds, cotton 
seeds, etc., are in the hands of the poor class. 
"India is not a country doomed to poverty by lack of 
natural resources. It is rather a country doomea_ to poverty 
because it has not taken the trouble to acquire the mental and 
1. S'eedick R. Sayani, "Agricultural Industries in India." :Page 
i' 
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and privat e effort a..re necessary in order tha t Indi a may ac-
g_uire this e q_ui pment, n say s Dr. Gilbert i::>later, in Young M:eng- 0 
Indi a , (December, 1919 ). 
The remedy partly lie s in the free pri mary education 
followed, and., to a certain extent , accomp anied by technical 
education. But the educat i on of a nation is not a q_uestion of 
day s and y ears, bu t of generati ons. The Chief obstacle in the 
way of education is financial. Any scheme of primary educa-
tion \~JOuld cost :perhaps two or t hree c r ores of rupees about 
ten million dollars annually. "Capital • • . seems scarce in 
the country at presen t, not bec ause it does not exist but 
chiefly it is not enterprising . ~he richer classes, and even 
the middle classes , are g ene r ally indi fferen t towards the 
agricultur a l and manufacturing industri es, especi ally the 
former . nl The heavy rural deb"t burdens the villager . ~he 
Centr a l Banking I n q_uiry has recently estimated the agricul tur-
ist' s ave r age income i n British India at Rs 42. In :Madras, I 
the gross v a lue of crops fell between 1929 and 1934 from 165 I 
to 80 crores. of rupees. That the ordinary villager is on a I 
I 
level of b are subsistence is shown by his s pendihg most of his I 
income on food a lone. 11-'Iuch money is spent on the celebration 1 
of marriages, d.eaths, births or litigation, interest and reli- 1 
gious :p ilgrimages. ~he rural debt therefore has alarmingly 
1. i::>eedick R. Sayani . "Agricultural Industries in I ndi a ." 
Page 8 . 
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increased to mighty millions of dollars. 'rhe common villager 
has no productive savings of his o~m. He ~uickly runs to the 
money-lender when he needs cash, without considering the dire 
conse q_uences. Dr. John Mathai summarises t he vari ous causes 
of agricultural indebtedness as follows: 11 (1) Poverty wi th 
unprod.ucti ve soil, precarious climate and irregularity of 
income. (2) Ignorance and improvidence. (3) Extravagance. 
(4 ) .Ancestral debt. (5) Expansion of credit. (6) Increase 
of population without correspon ding i ncrease of return. (7) 
Facilities f or borrowing owing to influx of mon eylenders. 
(8) The Law of Limi tation as leading to renewals on usurious 
terms i ncluding compound interest. (9) The revenue system 
of a fixed demancl. These causes, in varying degrees, w·ill be 
found applicable to nearly every province in India."l 
A punjab Muslim itt 1882 mortgaged his land to a 
moneylender to borrow Rs 500 at 25 per cent compm .. md interest; 
by 1 934 this debt had grown to ns 196,900 for which sum the 
usurer obtained a decree in the courts. Bishop Pickett in his 
survey of 3 ,819 h eads of Christian f amilies in all :parts of 
India f01 .. mcl that "70 :p er cent of them are in debt with an 
average indebtedness of Rs 185 and i nte rest r ate of 19 :per 
cent. From 10 to 84 :per cent of the cash interest went to 
meet t he interest charges. n2 
1 • .. John Matthai, ".Agricultural Uooperation. 11 Page 17. 
2. Pi ckett. 11 Christian lviass Movements." Pages 98-101. 
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li li The chief purposes for which agriculturists borrow money are to 1 
d 
1'/ I pay current expenses of cultiv ation such as the purchase of 
!I 
!I seed, manure, etc., to :purchase cattle , imple ments and raw 
II j: 
J! materials, to acq_uire new l ands, to improve the land by ir-
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rigation, drainage, we e ding and plant ing , to pay up old debts , 
to build_. ~mc1 repair houses, to :pur chase food_ stuffs and of 
other :persona l necessities, to :p ay the revenue to the govern-
ment , to meet expenses coru1.ected with marriages and other 
social events in the f amily, to buy jevv-elry and to conduct 
la-wsuits . 
'l'he par ti es wh o lend mon ey, as a rule, are either the 
wel l-to-do agriculturists or the _professional money lenders . 
'l'here are many stories about these money len ders 8~d the 
curse tha t followed each :payment. 
t he g overnment has a ccepted, through the Indian Legisl ative 
bodies, two legislative enactmen ts; J:he Land Improvements 
Lo ans Act in 1883, snd theAgricultural Loans Act , 1 886 . 1 
'.L:he object . of these Ac ts is to advro1.ce ~tate ~oans to Agricul-
turists for land improvements a:nd. so forth . But these acts 
never met the re q_ui rements of the mass . 'l'hey have left pract i-
,, 
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c ally untouched the lower strata of the community . The . reftirmdid not 
the 
carry with i t A.nece sse"ry educs,ti ve influence. lienee the g overn-
ment snd the 1ifission bocties encourag ed private co-opera tive 
1. Hiatthai . nAgricultural Cooperation . 11 P ages 22-23 . 
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societies to re l ieve the indebtednes s of the rur a l people. 
The gre a test hope for t he salvati on of the rura.l 
masses from their crushin g burden of debt l i es in t he growth 
and spreacl of a heal thy and well organi zed cooperative move-
men~. end local governments ~nd the mission industries should 
therefore, g ive tha t movement all the encouragemen t :possible. 
The story of the growth of the co-o~e r ative move-
ment i n I n di a is pract i cally a record of the growt h of one 
s i ngle form of co-operation wi th a number of agricultur a l 
credit societies . 'l'he Coo-per ative Credit ~o cieties Act , 1 904 , 
prove d to be ina de q_uat e and in 1912 a second act was passed . 
l:fre at thi ngs were e x p ected of t he co-operat ive mov ement in 
I ndia , on the analogy of its :phenomenal succ ess i n ~ur ope . 
"It was h oped that cooperation wou l d f ree the cultivator from 
the vicious sy s t em of credit fro m money lenclers and emru1c ipate 
h i m from the :paral ys ing influ e n ce s of ignorance , suspicion ru1d 
fe a r , thus ultimately lif ting the p easant on to a higher plBne 
of culture F.mc1 wealth . nl 
The en"thusiasm of the founders of the movemen t in 
I ndi a was 1.mbounded . There followed from e.b out 1 917 to 1927 
t he 
an era of expansion of movement . 'l'housru1ds of credit societies 
were re g istered , and money was lent out freely . I n all I ndia 
there are n0 \1'.' 11, 348 cooperative credit soc iet ies , with a total 
number of membership , 562,541. 'l'he ir pai d u p share s 68 l ak b.s o 
1. Sathianathan. n Agricultu r a l Indebtedness . n Pag e 58 . 
jl 
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H.upees, loans from the government about 6 l a khs . 
"The mover:1 ent d1J.ring these ten years " says Dr . 
Sath ie.nathan , "was not s o very hopeful , for follovving reasons: 
( 1) The expansi on was J?lUCh too r ap id. ( 2 ) 'rhe peopl e of I ndia 
were t oo i gn orant , uneduc a t ed and wanting in civic s pirit to 
assimilate easily the real principles of cooperation. ( 3 ) 
Selfish motives and personal i nt erests .were - therefore g iven 
free p l a y in a movement , which could. only thrive in an at-
mosphere of mut ual g ood-wi l l , unt a inted by greed, je alousy or 
prejudice . ( 4 ) Far too much was paid to the cred.i t s ide of 
the movement, and t he non- credit side was a lmost completely 
neglected so that it nearly bec a me all c r edit and no coopera-
tion. nl 
The history of this movement is~ thrilling b ut in 
the course of ten years &tter.: i t s inception , 11 t he recJcless ex-
pansion wen t too far . Then there was a halt . The position 
was found to be depressing . Thou s ands of s ocieties were fo'lmd 
dormant or unsound. ; ov er-dues were a l a rming , and the percentag e 
of the pe opl e ·who "Nere really helped by the movement was i n-
significant . 11Then c ame the great economic depression ancl 
money became scarce . Over-clues leapt u p , hm1clreds of so cieties 
had. to be wound up every year , prosecutions fo r fraud were com-
mon , and t he dep artment had a ll its work to keep t he mov ement 
alive by the con solidation of existing soc ie ties wh ich promised 
1 . S a thianathan . nAgricu ltu.ra l I ndebtedness , " Page 58 . 
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well, the liquidation of the bad ones, and a ruthless policy o 
arbitration, and execution. The wonder is that the movement 
has weathered the depression as well as it has done.nl 
Cooperation, therefore, it is agreed, is the one 
real panacea for the difficulties of the peasant. There must 
be a healthy growth of this great institution and the 
Agricultural missions have been setting a mighty example in 
educating the masses to understand life problems, through 
Christian integration of thought and ideals. There is, 
there.fore, a tremendous amount of work .for Christi'an Missions 
in this particular respect, -- the decreasing of economic 
burdens. 
1. Sathianathan. 11 Agricultural Indebtedness." Page 60. 
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D. Village Government. 
The village in India, despite so much that has been 
said above, very largely governs itself. The authority exercis .d 
by the headman and the mode of his appointment vary among dif-
ferent village communities. But the head-man is the character-
istic feature of Indian village lite. Though his office is fre 
1 quently hereditary, he by no means an autocrat. He has definite. 
duties toward the government at whose will he holds office, 
and he must carry with him the good opinion of the village 
elders. 
The cultivator, is thus a member of a definite or-
ganized community, which has, as far back as the history of 
social organization in India can be traced, been dependen t 
on itself for the means of living and, to a very large extent, 
for its government. 
Linlithgow states, "By a series of local government 
enactments between 1919 and 1926, the powers of district 
boards in respect of education, health, conservancy, public 
works, and certain other matters have been, in most provinces, 
delegated in some measure to minor administrative bodies. 
In some cases, the unit of administration is the single vil-
lage; in others a group of villages. The composition and 
duties of these village bodies, whether known as Panchyats, 
or union committees, are very similar. Their duties in-
elude the supply of water for domestic use; the cleansir~ 
of public roads, drains, tanks and wells (other than the 
- ::..:....::..._-:- -~ =·binl{s-=--tr:s ea:-exclllir"i vefy .f~"igat"ton},=-trn:"d .. --=-·..:-::.:::: ·...:_:-
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other :public :places or work s in the village; the construction, 
the maintenance, and repair of minor roads, drains and bridges; 
sanitation, conservancy and the prevention and abatement of 
nuisances; the preservation and improvement of the public 
health; the maintenance and regulation of the use of public 
buildings vested in the Panchyats or local committees and the 
control of grazing lands; the lighting of the village, the 
su:pervision of the village school, and the management and 
maintenance of cattle pounds. In addition to these executive 
duties, village committees are empowered to try certain trivial 
offences, especially breaches of t he by-laws regulating the I 
performance of obligations within the ambit of their administral 
tive responsibility. 1'heir expenses are met :from the village 
:fund. which is partly maintained by contributions :from the 
government and district local boards, and partly by house and 
other village taxes. 'l'he powers obtained have, in very many 
cases, not yet been used, and where a beginning has been made, 
the machinery is not yet working vigorously . The difficulties 
which have arisen are mainly d.ue to inexperience and to the 
reluctance to impose local taxation . 'l'he fact remains, how-
ever, that the opportunity now generally exists to make the 
administration of the village far more efficient than formerly 
and to link it with the district and provincial administration. 1 
This account of the Viceroy of India emphasizes in complete the 
1. Linli thgow. "The Indian Peasant~ n Pages 19-20 . 
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I gradual economic changes that are taking place in the Indian I 
I 
peasant life towards a total self-government. ~he village 
organization is therefore very important as it is the only unit 
in the entire village community , to render distinct public 
service of immense value to the particular group or groups it 
represents. In this respect we must also learn of 
is 
aspect of the Panchyat which literally"composed of 
the legal J 
five persons , 
I 
I "When for example a quarre l arises between two villag ers the 
II accuser and. the defendent each choose two men, whi le the villag 
11 headman make s · the fifth and presides at the inquiry. Each man 
I states his case and the P anchyat discusses it. 111 One thing 
I that is weakening in the Panchayat's p osition in the village is 
the tendency of the pl a i n tiff who has a weak c ase to run off to 
the professi onal rr p leader," who will bring the case before a 
court in whic h it is often easier to introduce bribed witness -
a court where the local circumstance are unr..n.o V'm. 'l'here is a ls 
another self - governing rural institution knovm as Jaj mani Syste 
which 11 does operate in the manageable dimensions of each tiny 
group of the seven hundred thousand villages of Incli a. 11 2 These 
systems are clearly explained by H.H. Baden Powell in his notab e 
I: work "Origin and. Growth of village Communi ties in India." 
li 
1: 
He 
summarizes the two main kinds of villages in I ndia in the fol-
lowing table: 
1 • .easil Mathews. "The Church Takes ftoots in India." 
2. Basil l'lathews. "The Church Takes Root in India." 
Page 19-2 • 
Pe.ge 20. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
1 Severalty Village 
Influential head man (often 
still possessing certain 
privileges) is part of the 
natural constitution. 
Holdings are entirely 
seuarate and not shares 
of~ a unit estate • 
There is joint li ability 
for revenue, each holding 
being separately assessed 
on its merits . 
l~o jointly o~med area of 
waste or "common" land 
belongs to the village or 
is available for partition. 
II Joint village 
1. 'l'here was no head-man or1.g 1. 
nally, but a Panchyat, or 
council of five. In modern 
times an official head man 
is ap~ointed to represent 
the community. 
2 . The holdings (sometimes 
joint) are shares of a unit 
estate. 
3. Liability (joint and severa 
for the revenue is always 
assessed in a lump sum. 
4 . The village ·site, and 
usually an are a of waste 
owned in common, is avail-
_able for partition. 
~he severalj . village prevails throughout half a 
million s quare miles in Bengal, Uentral India, and the West 
and s outh. The joint village , on the other hand, is character-
istic of the Nwrth and North-west. 
li -65-
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E. Education 
In the preceding division we studied the statistics 
showing the appalling nature of illiteracy in India, and the 
various causes tha_t conduce it. We have seen how the reli giou 
faiths and the multiplicity of beliefs have been eternally 
pulling them down from gaining any kind of social (wholesome) 
or intellectual freedom . ~he chief remedy lies in the school 
systems ·which would help implant good-will and underst an ding in 
their :pupils. 
The customs connected with the early marriage and 
seclusion of girls require modification before most of them ' 
c an . secure even a primary education. A new understanding of 
the right relation between the sexes needs to be imparted in 
school, to get the boys to practice real respect for girls and 
women . .Pupils should be given an unclerstanding of their in-
sti tutions and customs and have practice in intelligent and 
constrnctive criticism of them. 
The underlying conflict of many .hindus concerning' 
reform is shown by .. Arthur Mahew, "The most elo q_uent at social 
reform conferences, have allowed their inf'ant daughters to be 
married, refused marriage to child widows, and 1 voted against 
proposals for raising the age of consent . On the platform they 
enunci ate i n.all._:3i.nceri ty statements that are a real part of 
their educational apparatus and professional life. Hut in 
their inner conduct they are obeying forces that lie outside 
personality.ul 
-66 -
The large gap between theory aJld pr actice is mostly due to ab-
stract literary education appealing only to the in·tellect and 
not to springs of character. Children are t aught in s chool to 
emphasize speaking , not living ; to describe verbally how thi ngs 
should be done without doing them. Their memories are trained 
but t heir person alities are not developed by whole-hearted 
social activities • 
.!raul ty education has trained :people to · t a l k about 
progress but it has not helped them to sacrifice themselve s 
for it. ~he obst acles are hard to surmount , for the pessimistic 
f at alism and superstitious fear s commonly found in popul ar 
religion strengthen the stubborn soc ial inertia of t he cultivate s. 
;:>chool children must be taught to exercise initi ative instead 
of a l ways being made to follow a rigid routine determined by the 
teacher. I t is most unfortunate t hat the school's great mis s ion 
of fostering bro ader understanding ruLd fellowship is in s o many 
ways counteracted by cast e which f orms a grave barr i er to mutual 
helpfulness. Hoveover, caste exc l us iveness and the loathing of 
the cast e for t he outcaste people still often render it im-
possible to have one school · that vvi ll include all the ch ild.ren 
of the village. "So me caste villagers refused t o allow their 
children to attend a school where a Ghristian outcaste boy 
(a Bha.ngi or s cavenger J had a place. 'It is against the will 
of God,' t hey said, 'that untouch ab l es should read.' And then, 
in sentences that reveal the B.indu relig ious baclcgTound of the 
whole system, exclaimed , 'Why, i f Bangis are to read, have we 
II 
1: 
1 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
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all b~en created different? Why did God. create carpenters, 
grain-parchers , potters, barbers, cattle -men and. the like? Did 
God not intend that each should pe rform his o~n work? Certain! 
it is not necessary for a Bhangi to read when his work is to 
clean cesspools'."! From this we can see how ingrained are the 
differences with the higher ancl lower castes , that the former 
simply forbid the children of the outcastes to share in the 
schools . The caste s:piri t has also tended to meJce people attac 
too high a vslue to abstract , li terc, .. ry education, and too low a 
value to any concrete, practical education savourint; of manual 
i labor. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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'l'he fact that the Indian village has a tradition of 
united and shared. interests, will pave the way for future co-
ope ration of the ·whole village in promoting the common welfare 
and. strengthening the school. The village has lost much of its 
former common life, but the teacher can help to restore it by 
gathering the people for re-creation, sociability and increased 
1cnowledge. rte can lead others to take an active interest in 
such meetings and. a responsibility for arr~nging them. 
Climate and ph;y·sical environment so dominate the 
j villager's chance 
I 
I 
of life and success that understandi ng, 
li 
aupreciation and use of them should find an important place 
in the school curriculum . 'l'he ¥iliole course should be related 
to environment, and help the teachers and. pupils to · be con-
! scious of it, to find hov'T to improve it and to bring them in 
II 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
t! 
II 
1. Basil lviathews , "The Church Takes Root in India." Page 22. 
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touch with the broader environment which will lessen their 
isolation. Theland revenue coming from peasants, both poor 
and rich, forms the largest single item in the provincial in-
come, and. is several times what is s pent on education and 
health. !:!:ore money should therefore be given to improve rural 
health and education. The aim of the education is not to make 
all children farmers or to force them to stay in the village, 
but to enable those who are going to stay to a;p:preciate country 
life and to follow better methods of agriculture and pasturage. 
'What an opening for .Agricultural missions to work on this 
basis, which are now being cLone to elevate the isolated poor 
cultivator to live freely, and profitably both for his family 
and his rural neighbors. 
l:riven proper education, a. spirit of hope and enter-
1 nrise, freedom to expand in and a reasonable surplus over and 
I above the bare necessities of life, the standard of living must 
I 
I 
I 
11 It cannot remain st a tionary. Through bitter ex-increase. 
II 
perience, the Indian peasant's outlook on life is pessimistic 
in the extreme. It is only of late (through the aid of 
various missionary works and the go vernment projects) 
j have been signs of a new attitude and a fresh vigor. 
that ther 
.A rising I 
prosperity .! 
I 
I 
I standard of living c annot lead to increased national 
II 
I 
Unless such a rise is accompanied. by a stronger urge to grapple 
with clifficulties, improve efficiency, and thereby earn more 
I wages and wrest more from the land. 111 
I 1. l:>athianathan, n.Agricultural Indebtedness." Page 15. 
I 
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Considering the imparting of education, the Hoyal 
I 
/ commiss ion states, nThe plea of the pe..rents that facilities 
i I are inade q_uate receives some support from the fact tha t the r e 
I 
I 
1 are not more than 157,000 primary schools for boys for over 
1, 
1 
500 ,000 tovms and villages, but it is largely disc01 .. mted by the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ex tent to which facilities already in ex istence remain unutiliz d .. 
'l'he villager may be illiterat e but he is usually shrewd enough 
to appraise the value or the l ack of value of the tuition 
g iven in relation to the life he knows.»1 The chief r eason 
for the unsa tisfactory state of pr i mar y education lies in the 
inefficient quality of the teacher. 'l'he complaint is that he 
has failed to overcome the defficienc·ies of his ovm tra ining 
and to surmo1u1t the obstacles arising from the apathy and in-
difference of the people; that the teacher has failed to at-
tract to his school the boys of hi s neighbors or to k eep at 
school those whom their parents have sent. All t he government 
ovme d schools give free education, but the number of these are 
found to be very inadequate. 'l'he rural parent s find in various 
ways, the heavy burden of expenditv.res, as involution with 
I) money-lenders, the litigation suits, the land revenues, various 
I! other customary expenses, tend to kee p the boys from school. 
i 
I 
I 
I! 1. Royal Commission on Agriculture. 
I 
\! 
Page 520. 
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· F. Women's Education. 
This topic is very important, because the whole life 
of I :p.di a hinges on Woman rrthe hand that rocks the cradle" and 
her material social and mental be·.aring . 1'he spread of literacy 
among v.romen in rural India is far below any country in the 
world . 'fhe 1921 census showed that the total woman population 
in that year was a lit tle over one hund_red and twenty millions. 
'.l:he number of women having any form of education at school or 
college was estimated, in 1924-25 a t one million and six hun-
'dred thousand, ·which gives a :percentage of scholars to the 
, tot a l wor1en population of school going age of nine. 'l'his in an 
that 
other sense showsl\. on~ nine percent of the total :population 
have or had any form of school education. 
In India woman ,is commonly treated with honor and 
respect. ~he is always held high in esteem by the society or 
the family she represents. She exemplifies the virtues of 
chastity, patient submission to her husband , wi lline devotion 
to suffer for him and a sense of mystical idealism. rrFar from 
being a nonentity, the mother is often the strongest force in 
the home, ruling strictly not only her young daughters-in-law, 
but her husbana_s anct sons as well. ;:)he has for centuries been 
allowed to hold :property independently of her husband."l 
AccorcLing to religious cu stoms and age long traditions 
1. Calcutt a University Commission Report I, Page 139. 
li 
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about forty million women in India are said to be confined for 
life within their own homes in the Zenanas or behind the 1-'arda 
(veil or curtain). Parda was originally a Moslem c·ustom, but 
in the .North of India, and somewhat in the uouthern Provinces 
of India, certain classes of liindus adopt it. '.this makes the 
education of girls whether married_ or s ingle expensive s.11.d 
virtually impossible, which is one reason wh;}r barely one vvoman 
in a hundred .is literate. "It also cramps personality and 
undermines health. .J!'or example , where women are behind the par a 
the death r at e &t'.!:fr from tuberculosis has been i' ound · to be 40 
per cent higher among \'!Omen tha11. men . rrl 
The villagers commonly extend their family -relation-
ships far out to their collaterals an d connections b y marriage; 
the prosperous ones wi llingly support even distant relatives. 
In the Nort:l:l , th e whol e large class is considered as part of 
the farnily. The Brahmans and_ the people of ma.ny Hindu castes 
i· are often organized in joint families, which s.re co mmunities 
living in one household., the members of which are a l l descended 
through males from a common male ancestor who holds supreme 
sway. By this joint family system, every member contributes 
all his earning s to the common rmrse and is supported from the 
family f'unds. '.this form of family group living, ho.wever, is 
becoming less fre ~uent. In Indi a poor families are fre ~uently 
not l a r ger, but smaller than more we a l thy ones. 
1 • .Arthur .Lankaster , ttinternati anal Review of Li:issi ons," 
A:oril 1917, Page 300. 
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11 Indian men through the country, and now women even 
I more strongly, are pushing a cru sade to free girls and women 
from the customs that bind them, anc.l to enabl e them to have a . 
happy childhood ancl married. life, to re-marry if husb and dies, 
to move about freely and to tB1ce a share in the progress of the 
c01mtry. 
~he value to the community of the education of its 
women lies p articularly in its effect upon t he spread of 
lasting literacy arnongst the young. 0te p s shoul d be tak en full 
to record the educational history a11d subseq_uent deve lopment of 
children of typical cultivating families in which th e mother 
is literate, while life particulars of i lli terate homes in the 
same nei ghborhood r:.nd. conditions of life shoulcl be ta.bul a.ted 
for the purpose of comp arison vri th their more fort·nnate 
nei ghbors . I t is essential, ho wever, that the famili e s chosen 
shou ld_ be entirely ru.rt=;.l and not urban . 
lf I ndi an wom en are to be i m11roved, " their sense of 
re s -p on si b ili ty mu st be fully r oused ancl this cru1 best be cl one 
by g iving them their ovm c oncerns to manage . 'l'hey mus t be 
sole ma sters and not be hindered by spe ci al customs an d t h e 
presence 
selves. 
of men. They must, in f act, learn to depend on them-
must 
A woman 1 s coop erative move meni; therefore,_ be an organic 
and 
member of the vrhole " in clo s est ha.r mony with it . It h a s never 
been p ossible for a woman ' s movement to be organized if l ed 
b y men . Homen had. alway s to prepare the way for their sisters . 
?rol?aganda. ::mel the education of "~NOmen must be organized on 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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does not knov·r the lj_ttle world. of t he household. althou gh he 
lives in it , a11ct many thin g s :vhich a re of vi t a l i mpor t ance to 
v,roman a ppear trifl es t o man, bec ause he does not understand. 
them . 'l'he house - wife c en only b e underst ood. if the bridge 
between clomesti c economy snd cooperati on i s l)uilt , vri th a 
definite end. in v i ew."1 
1. Sathinru.1athan , " Agricultural I ndebtedness ." Page 6 6 . 
-7 5-
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G. Over-po~ulation. 
It would be necessary to look into the state of over-
po:pulation in rural I ndia ano. describe the conditions that in-
duce the increase . 
The cen sus of 1 931 reveale d an i'ncrease of nearly 
30 mi lli ons or a11 average of three millions a year . .t.:ven this I 
increase i s not ~ 8iB!Y abnormal for a population which nur:1bere 
321 millions 10 y ears ago . TeJdng the average of 50 years 
the increase pe r year is only little over a mi llion and a half . , 
Even accepting the average per year of the l ast decenhlm, the 1 
increase is nothing abnormal , compared with coun t ries out side 
Western Eur ope , where restraint on reproduction has arisen 
during the last ·~ ecade or tv·ro , mainly as a result of the high 
stw1dard of liv ing . I ndians need not therefore be blamed for 
an increase in their numbers which is less normal . "A prosper -
our :p opulation in health and vigor should be able to shov,r a 
more rapid increase th~~ had been evidenced by the I ndian 
census of 19 ~-31 which sho·wecl. the total population for India , 
( excluclfng Burma ) to be 338 , 170,632. But comparisons of this 
k ind , however . helpf1.1.l in softening criticism, are out of plac e 
in judging th e grov.,rth of popula tion of a..">'ly country . The in-
crease has to be judged from the stand-point of the existing 
resources of the country , and judged by this test, there can 
be no ~uestion that the Indian population is fast multiplying 
if it has not s,l ready multiplieo. far beyoncl the me 8.ns of sub-
----·- ------- -- -···- ··- . ------------·- -------------------
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There are no more than 300 millions of cultivated 
are a , that is les s than an acre per inc1ivid.ual of the ne arly 
340 millions . ~he extent of cultivated area re g~ired for every 
Europe an in t h e Vest is 2.3 acr e s. illovJing one acre for the 
Indi an cultivator, he has less than one acre to hi s share and 
this fraction would be reduced still f -,J..rther if an rumual in-
crease of no more than one million is maintained in future. 
The re is not much of the cultivable l and to ke ep pace vd th the 
1! rap i rl. increase. I' 
li 
j! 
Irri gation may bring 20 millions of acres more 
,! 
IJ 
II 
I: 
li I; 
I; 
!I I· 
jl 
.j 
II 
under cultivation . But that vvill t aJ-ce years . 'l'here are no 
prospects of migration from province vrhich may be able to absor 
about the same number of inhabitants as it has at present . In 
most of th e provinces , there is not enough land to make room 
for the normal increase of population within their o~~ boun-
daries , let alone for outsiders. ~he prospect of mi gration 
abroad is e Q.ually dark . Except as indentured laborers 
Indi al'ls are :not welcome to any country <laminated by the 
~uropeans. The United States of ~erica forbids Indians to 
become her citizens by her Immi gration Exclusion Bill, 1927. 
I' 
11 ·rhere is Brazil to which the Japanese are migrating in thou-
~ ~ sands. It is doubtful if Indi ans also can get a footing there . 
I Even if the country is thro·wn open to them, no substantial 
II ii relief c an be obtained_ from migration , unless the numbers reach 
J! 
I 
II 
1. K . KP...r..na..'1 . " A Civilization at Bay." Page 357 . 
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a million a year . The transference to a distant com1try of so 
large a nUIJber each year is, from the stand-point of cost alone 
far beyond practical politics . However, in this regard it 
would be very interesting to learn of the Ind.i ans who are dis-
tributed approximately the world over as given by the Royal I 
!I Commission on Ind.ian Agriculture. "The number of Indians who a e 
living in foreign countries outside the ~mpire is very small . 
I t is believed not to exceed 100,000 in all. The approximate 
number who live outside India is as follows: 1 
Ceylon 820 ,000 
British Malaya 660,000 
:Mau.ritius 274,000 
Union of South Africa 161,000 
~rinidad 126,000 
British Guiana 125,000 
li'ij i Islands 61,000 
East Afr ica 55 ,000 
The report further says that "Since·l917 emigration 
abroad has been strictly controlled. I n March of that year , 
under the Defense of India Rules, emigration was temporarily 
stopned except under general or special license; and now under 
the provisions of the ~migrati on Act of 1922, whi ch is an Act 
of the central Legislature re~1lating the emigrati on overseas 
of a l l assisted labor within the limits of the Indian Empire , 
1. Royal Commission on Indi an Agriculture , Page 583. 
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emi grati on abroad of ~Ulskilled labor is permitted only to 
tJeylon and British Malaya ••• The amount of such emigration 
is negligible."1 The commission further recommended on this 
basis, 11All restrictions on t he free movement of labor should 
be reduced to minimum , e~d should be abolished as soon as 
<) possible .n t::. 
Unless, checks are imposed on this increase, the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· II 
peo ple of India are faced with the certain prospect of having 1 
I less and less to share out of the yield from land, and of 
i 
being reduced to lo·tNer levels of subsistence than the uncon- I 
sciously low level it has reached already in respect of many 
millions . 
Rare deterioration is bound to follow . The average 
expectation of life in India is showing unmistakably a down-
ward tendency . "From 24 . 59 in 1891 it has in the course of 
20 years been reduced to 22 . 59 f or males and fo r females from 
25 . 54 t o 23 . 31 . I n Engla.nct , on 
same period it showed an upward 
the other hm1d, during the I 
tendency and is now over doubl~ 
of what it is in India . rr 3 I I 
Every symptom is of a vast desease :pervading every I 
II 
II part of India ' s vast :population. 
I 
li 
It is generally believed 
I 
I 
il that the high fecuncLi ty of the people will make up for the II 
I' 
1! los s by death. 
il 
il 
~he crude birth-rate for India was 38.57 :per 
I 
ij 
1! I, 
I! 
'I 
1. Royal Commission on Agriculture, Pages 506-7. 
2 . Ibid. 
3 . All I ndia tJensu_s Re port, 1901. Page 118. 
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thousand against 24 . 4 in England and Wales in 1911. No satis-1 
'i 
I 
faction could be derived from thi s circumstance of a hi gher 
r feCLU~dity, because the births in the number of married females 
li !! is 196 in England and. Wales against 128 for India. 
II 
:Most of I n dia's cultivable land has been brought 'I if 
I, 
II i: under the :plough. 
il li 
liountries ancl p rovinces vvi th high birth 
li rates nearly always have hi gh death rates as well for example, 
:I Central Provinces stands hi ghest and Assam, Northwest Frontier II 
!I and Bengal lowest both in birth and. death rates. "In Bengal 
:i 
;/ 
ij 
h II 
especially, of . the infants ru1der one year as many as 270 die 
per 1,000 and 50 rJer cent of this nu.:11ber a.re accounted for by 
jl I :prema ture birth or clebili ty at birth. We are a:pt to infer I, 
'I I. 
1: 
Jl 
,: 
jl 
.I 
II 
I! 
that so high a mortali t ~r is due to the insanitary conditions 
~~d inade Quate medicB~ aid at child birth . A number ma y be 
thus a ccounted for, bu t the best of sanitary conditions and 
medical aid cannot save children whose vitality is at the 
il 
II il lowest. 
j' II 
teak and full grown herself the mother cannot nourish 
!I I, 
II 
'I 
I! II j! 
!I 
I! 
'I !, 
:: 
li 
" i' 
I' ,I 
adeQuately the child in the womb. nl 
The evil efi 'ects of e arly marriage on the fe male 
life are clearly shown by a comparison of the pro~ortion of 
fe males to males who are living at t he age of 10 - 15 in each 
province with the proportion of females of that age who are 
married . In Burma, practically no girls of the age in q_uestio 
are married ru~d this is the part of India wher~~fro~ortion of 
J! 1. K . Kannan. "A Civilization at Bay. " Pag e 360. 
!I t---·-
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females at this age is hi ghest com1Jared. with the proportion 
at all ages. 'l'he second. in this respect is shared. by lvlad.ras 
and the Punjab where girls of this age are less fre q_uently 
I married. than in any other part of India outside Burma, while 
I 
I Bengal where child marriage is most common stands at the 
bottom of the list. It may therefore he said that the propor-1 
I 
tion of the females at the ages of 10 
- 15 varies inversely 
vvi th the number who are married at this period of life. 
The conclusion has been tested by reference to the 
figures for 1911 and has been found generally correct. It has 
been shown that the castes which practise early marriage on 
an extensive scale have generally a small proportion of fe-
males at the age period 12 - 15. "Inq_uiries show that where 
the marriage of yom1g people is consummated at an early age, 
a fairly large percentage of wive s die of phthrsis or of some 
other disease of respiratory organs or some ovarian complica-
tion within 10 yes..rs of t he consummation of the marriage . nl 
One is tempted to look to famines end pestilence 
to reduce the population to the normal level. uix millions 
I 
are said. t o have been ·wiped out in 1918 and . the census figures! 
for 1911-21 showed a perceptible fall in the normal increase. I 
..l:''amines there have been whi ch decimateo_ the population in 
several tracts of the country, and yet these have failed to 
effect any substantial decrease. ~ven if these dreadful 
1. Punjab Census Report, 1911. Page 120. 
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II !, visitations were effective factors, their effect on the morals J 
li 
J; of the people is too disastrous for ohe to contemplate the 
1i 
I· t 
1
1 pro s:pe c • Famines, furthermore would fail to remove the root 
II il CS}l S e. 
,! 
1-luch of this has been said in the preceding account . 
!I 
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.Social reform movements have failed even to r u.ffle 
the surface of Indian society. An intellectual appreciation 
of the gravity of the social evils is loolced upon too often 
by reformers as ade quate to e;e t people to do away with them . 
As has been told before, they have been too deep rooted in 
reli g ious beliefs anc.1 traditional usages to be so easily dealt 
I! 
•l with . li l=teformers themselves, e lo q:t,1ent on platforms , have often 
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failed to discard customs whi ch they condemned vigorously . 
The All India Gonference of Medical Research 
workers in 1 926 pronounced about two thirds of IndiaTs deaths 
to be from prevent ibl e disease. The villager suffers from the 
terrible tro p ic al scourges of malaria, cholera, lepra sy, 
bubonic p l ague, dysentry , small pox, kala- azar (c omplicated 
disease developed from long standine malaria } and hook-worm . 
I n addition he falls easy prey to the worst diseases of tern-
perate climates; tuberculosis , influenza, syphillis, c ancer, 
.I i! pneumoni a a.n d other diseases . 
il 
j: 
II 
'I I: 
The rel evancy for subsidizing medical practitioners 
to settle in small to1.n.rns a . nd village s, ·would ultimately be a 
powerful fs,ctor in creating local inte r est in ;_uestions of 
il rural he a lth and welfare . 
I' 
I n addition to their duties they 
li 
I! 
could hel:p vi llagers in minor ailments e.ncl send on cases, 
themselves c apable of deal ing , to the 
I 
I 
I! which they are not 
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ne arest hospital or dispensary . The rura l medical relief 
stations a re very f ew in lndia , even though in bigger cities, 
where medical tr&ining is given to I ncLian students, they never 
seem to be attracted towards needy r ura l centers · td render 
medical aid to the sufferers. 'l'he cause here -in l ies, the I 
l a ck of finance and the absenc e of encouragement on the part o1 
Government, which _h a s n o interest i n t-hei.r interior rural 
medical service. This profession is not crowded in I ndia, on 
the other hand there exist the comple te l a ck of l aboratory 
surgic al accessories and other health aids including medicinec 
to extend relief to the sufferers in the r ural areas . JJespite 
these deficiences, the government provides technical advices 
and r..ssists with money grants, but the carrying out of 
schemes in detail must rest with the :people themselves. 
As soon as the vill ager is S'Llffic iently instructed 
i n health matters to appreciate the advantages of :proper 
.... 
latrines and. th e need of keeping them in a decent conditi on , 
it should be expected their establi shment would on all grounds 
be desirable . It is not however emphasized t hat the vi llager 
lives in a most unsanitary conditi o~ looking _at the external 
characteristics. nMaybe hi s wells are unprotected; village _ 
streets unswe:pt ; :pent windows closed excluding all venti l ation 
it is in such conditions that the average villager lives and 
ye t succeeds in ma i ntai n i ng a remarkably hi gh st~daxd of per-
sonal cleanliness and. tidiness. 'l'he tragedy is that such a 
state of affairs shoul d exi st ·when, vri th corporate action on 
=======-
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the part of the villagers, the evils would be so easily 
remidiable.rrl 
Therefore the interaction of Agriculture and public 
hea.l th shoulcl be made close end hi ghly important. 
In nearly all cases, th e training of rural children 
in better health habits can be done by no other .agency than 
the school . If it does not inculcate so1.md hygienic habits 
and secure more sanitary conditions, a.ll its other teaching 
r 
go e s for naught. Adults also sorely need health education, 
which can be imparted either incLirectly through the school 
chilclren or directly . In health wor~c , the teacher can co-
onerate with and. receive help from , heal th and med.ic2.l officers 
1. 11Hoyal Commission oh .Agriculture." Page 482 . 
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H. Conclusion 
It is necessary to tell here, conclusively about the 
village children. They, by the nature of life in their village 
have an excess of monotonous, unskilled lab or and a s eri ous 
lack of wholesome play calling forth t heir best po •~rs of body, 
mind and heart. Recreation as a character-building force is 
almost unknown in the village. The ordinary school allows no 
place for artistic and musical development. 
Moreover, the times demand that the village children 
should become more progressive and self-respecting, instead of 
being custom-bound and self-contemptuous, as in t he past. 
Rural schools with progressive teachers can render increasingly 
important service in securing these ends. With everything at 
stake, the changes that are imminent . in educational policy 
need to be wisely planned on a broad basis of history and 
experience. 
Every worker in India has his or her God-given part 
to play in maldng the life of that land more truely educative 
and in moulding education to further social progress. Each 
one can express his or her unquenchable love for needy village 
folks and their children by giving and sacrificing t h emselves 
I ' 
I 
to resolute, prayerful action. I 
1 We have seen that India is predo minantly rural from t 1e 
I I 
II 
study of her life condi tiona. We also have discovered that the 
Indian peasant is enclosed in a vicious circle of economic in~ 
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debtedness and burdens which it is impossible to pierce at a 
single point. He will therefore be faced by a sustained attac 
all round the circumference. Missionary societies would do 
well# therefore, to consider the possibility of organizingco-
operative village Welfare Societies, after the manner of the 
better living Societies of the Punjab, "not merely for the 
purpose of freeing the peasant from indebtedness, but for 
affecting, an all round iJnprovement in his economic status. 
A number of contiguous village welfare societies could be 
built into a Rural Reconstruction Unit.''l 
The following is one of the statements taken from the 
"Findings of the Conference on Rural Work Held under the 
Auspices of the National Christian Council at Nagpur, India, 
on September 25 and 26, 1934, 11 "There is a rising tide of 
interest in rural life and welfare and the peasant himself is 
on the march; the unit plan of action, outlined by Dr. Kenyon 
L. Butterfield (who issued a five point program when he came 
to India, for foreign missions to adopt toward Rural Recon-
struction unit and the church centered policy. This has been 
mentioned in the foregoing introduction) is finding increasing 
favor as a working policy; Government and other powerful 
agencies are active over a wide front and missions and churches 
barely keep pace with the general march of progress; the actioj 
of the Punjab Government in setting up a Department of Rural 
Reconstruction under the able and experienced direction of Mr. 
1. Findings of the Nagpur Rural Conference. Page 2. 
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F. L . Bra~r:ne is a notable step forward; the tendency to regard 
rural uplift as sor'lething tacked. on to the main missionary 
enterprise still lingers, but t he conviction is growing that 
as Indi a is predominantly rural the Uhri sti an cause must take 
on a more definitely rural bi as; unemployment in the Uhristian 
Community is becoming a grave issue; the problem of se lf-sun-
port in the Rural Church c s lls for improved economic and 
health conditions; the educational needs of the village demand 
more and. better s chools ancl a. sufficiency of trained. teachers; 
r u ral recons truction on the m1it plan should not be lightly 
undertaJ;:en; it is a concerted Christian enoLe.avor to tackle 
the rural problem as a whole by renewing the heart of the vil-
l age and rebui l ding its broken outer-courts after the mind. of 
Christ, and it re q~ires, therefore, trained and consecrated 
worJ<:ers , both men and women who wil l give their lives to this 
great service."l At the close, the conference declared_ that 
rural reconstruction, d.one in the spirit of Ghrist, is 
ev~w.gelism of the highest ord.er . 
Basing on this above statement of the ~agpur Rural 
Conference, and the prev ious study of the Indian peasant life 
and situation as t he background, we nO\'! proceed. to inquire 
into the work of the agri cultural missi ons for the improve-
ment of rural and village life in India as an integral part 
of the missionar~r enterprise. It is a method. of functioning iJ 
these villages as Uhristians ~ "The .Agricultural missionary 
1. Findings of the .National Conference on Rural Work Held 
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seeks to bring fullness of life to those with whom he ·works. 
Approached in this spirit there is a great future for 
agricultural missions~ ~ut there are district limitations 
which need to be reoognized. nl While there are examples , 
the task is difficult and much of the energy, human and finan-
cial nolv being spent is going to waste . .New :plans and new 
methods of administration must be devised. This c a lls for a 
careful study of the :problems involved. 
1. nRet hinl>:ing Missions . 11 Page 215. 
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CHAPTER II 
The Rural Reconstruction Unit. 
"Rural uplift is of the very essense of the Gospel 
of Christ and therefore .an integral part of the Christian 
message" stated the Poona Conference on Rural work of 1930. 
The great imperative to love our neighbor as ourselves 
carried with it the privilege af .,sba:r ing the Christian heritage 
leads us inevitably to the task of r ura-l re-construction. We 
see the village life in India as narrated in the previous 
chapter, maimed by many avoidable evils and dwarfed by un-
ii natural disabilities. 
il "The word reconstruction", connnents Professor 
!J Mathews, "was deliberately used by that great Indian 
li 
,, 
Jl ,, 
ii 
II 
II 
!I 
Christian nationalist, K.T. Paul, when he coined the now 
universal slogan •rural reconstruction•. He held that goal 
in view is not the creation of rural Indi a on new lines, but 
re-shaping of village life on lines loyal to the ancient 
pattern of mutual aid, yet freed from the evils that are now 
J! breaking that pattern. 
1! but 're-construction.' 
So the watchword is not 'construction' 
It is significant that even the pro-
II 
'1 ject of an India-wide government Royal commission on 
ji 
.I Agrieul ture ·should have sprung originally from the mind of 
IJ h 
!i this man who is at once profoundly Indian and profoundly il 
11 Christian. nl II 
I' 
" il 1. Basil Mathews, "~e Church Takes Root in India" PP• .119-121 
~ . 
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Professor Mathews further says that this model plan 
which is now adopted by the government and the Christian 
circles was developed out of world-wide experience, by an 
American Christian leader, the late b:r. Kenyon L. Butterfield. 
11 His plan which is now being adopted and adapted in China, 
Japan and Afri~a, sees a group of Villages as a unit--a com-
munity, to be served by a trained pastor--teacher--agricul-
turist and his wife. The goal is the development of a rural 
Christian church l;ha t shal·l feel every part of the life of that 
group of Villages to be its concern. The plan is the most 
'•· 
effective yet devised for solving the problem of how to make 
each rural community an integral yet individual fragment of the 
world community of the Kingdom of God." 2 A Rural He-construe-
tion Unit therefore is a group of contiguous Villages, perhaps 
10 to 15 in number, in whlch as full a program as possible of · 
rural reconstruction service shall be made available to all 
people. All agencies for educational, health, economic and 
social progress will be urged to pool their efforts through 
some form 6f Community Council in an attempt to get the people 
to cooperate in building a new type of Indian rural Community. 
The Indian Church must lea:d this endeavor to make the enter-
prize thoroughly Christian in spirit. 
2. Basil Mathews, 11 The Church Takes Root in India" pp. 119-121. 
I 
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!,.. Rural Church 
The place of the Indian Church must be central and 
should occupy a selected suitable rural area, to radiate the 
many sided work. No scheme of rural reconstruction can be 
carried through unless men and women of the highest type of 
personality are assosiated with it~ The inspiration for un-
selfish and untiring service demanded of rural workers can come 
only from a spiritual force which is capable of continually 
replenishing and transforming character. It is believed that 
this spiritua l power is available fo:r> those who are in close 
touch with the living Christ. 11 The part the Church in the 
wildwood will have in building a world order which is really 
Christian will be determined by the capacity it develops at 
tasks which promote good will brotherhood and servlce to the 
common good."l 
It is to the church that rural India looks for the 
nurture and the training of her young peoples in Christian 
principles, and it is here expected the religious education 
permeating the whole of life. The Sunday school and other 
Youth organizations should receive generous encouragement, 
for through them the spirit of loving sacrificial service 
that reaches out to enrich village life can be developed. 
1. Charles McConnell "The Rural Bullions" Page 143 
I 
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"No other body can fill the place of the Indian Church in 
setting an example of tireless, Christlike service and in 
bnilding up strong characters."l 
In approaching the question of how this indispensa-
ble Christian ministry in India may be supported, it should be 
realized that the Christian ministry with its insistence upon 
Congregational worship and upon the regualar instruction of 
church members is an institution for which no parallel can be 
found in Hinduism--not even in the religion of the highest 
castes. The out-caste or untouchable converts have been 
taken out of a system of anlmistic belief and worship in which 
they had neither priest nor prophet. Almost the only kind of 
religious instruction or inspiration which can be found among 
them· is provided by those beggars who wander through the 
'. 
crowds at the festivals or from door to door in the out-caste 
quarter, singing ballads of the gods which are of little or 
no religious dr moral values. The Harijans or Untouchables 
have no regular daily or weekly worship and no scriptures to 
expound. Their domestic ceremonies &re performed by their own 
headmen or by mendicant devotees, their fees not seldom being 
spent in drunken revels. And as there is no personnel of a 
religious ministry, so also there is no material fabric of 
religion which merits notice. The out-caste shrine is 
1. Report of the Rural Conference held at Coimbatore December, 
1928. Page 22. 
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scarcely ever more than a small mud cell. Commonly it is 
simply a trident or a daubed stone beneath a tree or upon a 
platform of earth. 
The Mass Movement Commission of the Wesleyan 
Mission in the Haidara--bad Sta te, ha s collected evidence 
throughout : India about the Christian ministry as it exists 
among Hindus--caste and! , oti:tcaste in rural areas. They have 
only received fresh illustration and additional confirmation 
the 
of 11 truth with which they were familiar before they undertook 
the inquiry--that there is nothing in Hinduism, which prop-
erly corresponds to the Christian ministry. The Commission 
therefore pointed out for this .. reason, in a hold manner, that 
when the Christian religion is embra ced by an ·-· outcaste 
community, it brings to them a new institution, and the cost 
of establishing and maintaining this is a new demand upon 
them for which nothing in their past prepa red them. 11 The 
suggestion therefore that we shall maintain a Christian 
ministry in a Hindu way contains an inherent absurdity and is 
almost a contradiction in terms. We have examined the 
methods in use among Hindus for the support of their Yuous, 
(Teachers) domestic and temple priests, and devotees and have 
not found that many of these can be adopted by a Christian 
Church. Some of them, such as the frequent res9rt to threats 
or cuoses or the appeal to the superstitions greed, are 
contrary to the precepts and practice of our faith. To accept 
the Hindu model for the Christian ministry would be to sign 
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the death-warrant of' our holy religion."l With these words the 
Wesleyan Methodist Mass movement commission reminded the 
Indian rural Christian Community, of' the importance of the 
Christian ministry among the caste ridden Hindu peasants. · 
There is a lot of truth in their hold assertion, as we could 
see in the light of our previous study of the Hindu ways of 
!worship and the c cnsequent downward pull, blighting all their 
free social, economic and material movements and intercourse, 
we must emphasize that hope rests for India's rural freedom, in 
Christianity and the consecrated Christian ministry alone. 
Lord Meston, (once the governor of' Punjab) said, "that if India 
were to be a free country politically, economically, 
religiously and socially, and wishes to be in the ranks of the 
leading prnvers of the world, she must accept Christianity. u2 
Mahatma Gandhi, even though he is against tm various missionary 
works in India yet he is supporting t m ir vital cause for Hindu 
regeneration and applies the Christ's teachings of Brotherhood 
and love and spiritual non-violence in his great programe of 
the removal of untouchability in India. 
"Indeed the redemption of t m Christian's social 
life," says Basil Mathews in his "The Church .Takes Root in 
India, rr "Whether rural or urban, opens up a great work f'or the 
1. Mass Movement Con~ission Report, 1930. Page 12. 
2. Lord Meston, "Nationhood for India." 
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/ -Church. Clough's lines about the converts. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
Who cry "o easy yoke of Christ" 
But find 'tis hard to get on are poignantly true of 
the Indian Christian living in a Hindu or a Moslem setting. 
When the first glow of his conversion pegins to fade, the Chris -
ian may hanker wistfully after the light and excitement of the 
religious festivals, the bouts of toddy-drinking {the·· local 
"i~ferno" extracted from the cocoanut trees), the excesses at 
weddings and at funerals. Tragic results come when the 
Christian life is penned in by a quickest hedge of galling 
prohibitions. 
"By means of song and drama as well a:·s the making of 
cleaner .more beautiful homes and gardens, the Christian church 
is in many areas triumphantly creating a widening horizon of 
free self-expression, but this work of priceless value must be 
multiplied a hundred fold. Adventure is called for the 
inventive creation of a lively Christian pattern of life, full 
of action and color. For the Hindu Moslem or animist, 
religion creates the frame-work of his life; it dictates his 
very action, almost his very thought. When he becomes a 
Christian he is in peril of losing this framework without 
really gaining another that is truly Indian. He needs to feel 
himself a member of a divine fellowship stronger and more far-
reaching, more warm blooded and more filled with active 
meaning than the one he has left. This comradeship must care 
for the material and social needs and cravings of all ages 
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and both sexes, as well as for their religious nourishment. 
To achieve this and to rise Victorious over the barriers of 
caste and class, sex and nation, the Church in India as in the 
first century, must be the convert's social and economic as 
well as ' his spiritual home--a place where Christians have all 
things in common."l 
It has been suggested, not only by Indian writers bu 
also by eminent Englishmen, such as, Merideth Townsand, and 
Sir William Hunter, that the only effective ministry in India, 
appealing to the imagination and arousing the renevance of the 
populace, is that which is ascetic and celibate: and that 
unless and until Christianity is represented by an order of 
Christian Monks or 11 Sannyasis, 11 it Will never capture the 
Sanga of Madras and Poona, the Christian Asrama of Sitapur~ 
and the brilliant Christian career of Sadhn Sundar Singh are 
some of the outstanding modern proofs of this contention. 
There is room in the modern Christian ministry for the -monk 
and the friar; but no ascetic order will ever accomplish all 
that we contemplate here in the Village pastorate. Preaching 
friars may supplement the work of the ordinary rural minister; 
1. Basil Mathews. "The Church Takes Root in India 11 Page 118. 
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but they will never supercede him. 
Among the types of Village Pastorates none is more 
deserving of attention than which is found in the Cngole Rural 
District, run by the American Baptist Mission. Since this 
Mission is at work in an adjacent Telngn area and has also won 
its successes among the outcastes, its methods and institution 
contain the promise of beipg suggestive beyond common. There 
the Indian evangelist, ·with his wife, is not only the pastor 
of the Village Congregation, conducting the daily prayers and 
the Sunday services, but also, he is responsible for the 
school. As a rule the greater part of the teaching during the 
day is given by the wife and she receives renumeration for her 
work separate from the salary of the evangelist. Her husband 
visits out-lying Villages and carries on the night school with 
or without her aid. 
The organization and methods of the Wesleyan 
Methodist Mission followed in Central India, i n regard to 
Rural ministry would be very interesting to note for a Rural 
Reconstructing Unit. 
The Villages are placed in groups, from eight to 
twenty in number, under a Superintending Evangelist. In some 
Circuits of this Haidarabad Mission there are pastors licensed 
to administer the Sacraments, or ordained Indian Ministers who 
have been placed over the Superintending Evangelists and have 
charge of them through out the Circuit or over large sections ll 
of the Circuit. The Village Evangelists under the guidance 
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and frequently in the company of the Superintending Evangelist, 
Visit Villages in which are residing the relatives or 
acquaintances of converts and thus seek to follow up the thread 
of successful work. They tour chiefly during the dry season 
when travel is easier than at other times, and then report is 
brought in to the monthly Agent's meeting. The Nagpur rural 
Mission conference, resolved in its recent holding in 
September 1936 .• "While recognizing that the Church's primary 
rural duty is to the household o'f faith," the Conference holds 
that it must not end there. To do good to all men is a 
Christian impera tive. It therefore urges that Indian 
Christian leaders and missionaries should align themselves 
with other workers and other movements that are seeking the 
good of the rural people as a whole. It beleives that the 
Christian community can vender a unique service to rural India; 
it also beleives that in having with others the tasks of 
common citizenship its own life will be enlarged and 
enriched." 1 
With these considerations in mind the Conference 
ur,ges missions and Churches to pay more earnest heed to the 
claims of the rural people and formulate definite plans for 
advance. The Rural Unit centers under a Christian Mission, 
first of all starts with . the Church and the rural pastorate--
and the relation of this Church with the surrounding rural 
1. Nagpur Rural Conference Report, 1934. Page 2. I 
1
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people, to impart not only to their spiritual needs, but also 
mental, social and economic well being. _ 
The Church in rural India is an organized Christian 
fellowship within the Village, and has a unique contribution 
to make to the well being of rural India. The converted 
Christian layman has a great responsibility and a great 
opportunity in this matter, and the Church must hold up before 
him the ideal of service for others. It is also desireable 
that retreats, Christian Melas, and refresher courses should 
be organized with a view to giving the Village pastor new 
vision and ins piration and keeping him in touch with movements 
for Village uplift in other parts of the country. 
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B. Recruiting and Training for the Rural Ministry 
Closely ·relE.t_ed to the duty of stimulating Rural 
Church work . is the duty of developing the mental and spiritual 
powers of the most worthy and able among the converts and of 
·finding for them honorable and responsible occupations in ·the 
service of the Church. The Weselyan Methodist Mission in 
Central India a nd Haidarabad made into the methods of 
recruiting and training men for the various grades of the minis 
try. It says, "The Village evangelists are of two grades known 1 
as 11 B11 and "A". 
The former have been taken as, a rule direct from the 
plough and the outcaste hamlet and have had only a rudimentary 
education. The men of the "A" grade are of the same ultimate 
origin; but they had passed by way of the boarding school into 
the service of the Church. Their superior education in the 
boarding school has made ·it possible to give them a training of 
a higher order in the seminary. It is expected that, with the 
improvement and extension of education men of the slender 
attainments of the "B" grade will soon disappear. Of nearly 
400 evangelists now in service, more than two hundred have 
passed through the Medak Seminary." 1 
The United Theological College, at Bangalore, admits 
young ministerial students on a quota basis, who after mission 
1. Mass Movement Commission Reports Page 9. 1930. 
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high school training, could pursue course of studies leading 
to the B. D. degree extending over three years, with a prepara 
tory year in the Licentiate of Theology course. Most 
excellent training is ±mparted to the rural or urban ministry 
with over twenty important courses and subjects offered. 
Various Mission centers and Church groups send their selected 
candidates to this seminary who after pursuing three or four 
years there, go out and occupy as rural pastors of Churches 
directly under the Mission supervision. This work is indeed 
a most remarkable one for the missions to undertake. The grea 
Mass movements, which are now underway when the poor low-caste 
untouchable ruralites come to Christianity in tens and 
thousands, the field for Christian ministry and training need 
broadening and expansion. 
The National Christian Counsil of India, Burma and 
Ceylon is now faced with the great problem of ltldertaking, tasks 
that in the nature of things cannot be touched by any single 
board or church. "This council has been created by the 
Protestan~ Churches and the missionary organizations at work i 
India specially for cooperative thinking, planning, and action 1 
"In two years, from 1933 to 1935, _the number of 
missionaries in India was reduced by nearly 26 percent, from 
' . 
6030 to 4,467 a decline of 1,563. This decrease was caused by 
the back-wash of the world depression, expecially in America, 
where some of the most important mission boards reduced their 
numbers by about one-half. The same depression simultaneously 
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hit the Indian agriculturist, who is the back-bone of self-
support for the Christian Church in India. The attempt in 
India to balance the budgets, not only by cutting the salaries 
of missionaries but also by reducing the tiny salaries of Villa e 
teacher-pastors below subsistence level, has driven numbers of 
experienced to reluctantly from church schools to those of the 
government."l 
This had a direct effect on all mission owned 
institutions. The Theological seminaries suffered badly with a 
very poorly paid facUlty and teachers. Even at present almost 
all of these institutions are ina &agnant condition. The lack 
of money and proper support to all the Christian work hinder 
the great opportunity which to younger Churches in India face 
tod~-w., especially at a time when her 52 million untouchables 
are prepared to enter into Christian folds. 
It is scarcely credible that any one who sees realis-
tically the task .or the Christian Church in India, race to race r ith 
the incoming multitude of almost two hundred thousand new I 
members from Hinduism every year, and with a nation that adds 
three million a year to its stupendous population, can ask 
whether the time has come for the Western missionaries to 
·reduce their work with a view to withdrawaL. "These are 
difficult t -imes for the Christian peasant and difficult there-
fore for the Rural Church. The seriousness of the situation is 
1. Basil Mathews. "The Church Takes Root in India 11 Page 156. 
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accentuated by the rise in unemployment. The conference views 
with apprehension the menace o~ retrenchment to mission and 
church activities, such as agricultural and industrial enter-
prises, that bear helpfully on the life and work of the rural 
Church, and expresses the earnest hope that these may be 
conserved. "1 A very true saying, and, at the rate we see re-
trenchment in India, now, it appears that very soon there would 
not be any mission work left. As economic privation and hard-
ships are common f'actors that eternally live in India, the only 
hope such mighty families that are prepared to embrace 
Christianity would certainly need more spiritual and material 
aid. More Churches should be started, more rural ministers 
should be ordained and trained for the purpose; more schools 
should be opened for adults, young people and Village children. 
: Women's educational work, social and health service, and rural 
industries should be developed. 
The Christian missionaries in rural India have 
blazed new trails. In a land where, traditionally, women were 
not supposed to have access to the western type of learning, 
the missionaries have opened school for them, far-out ranking 
the many state-owned institutions, and have brought literacy 
into their homes. 
So far as the rural ministry is concerned with theoloe: li.cal 
1. The Nagpur Rural work Report. Page 2. 
National Christian Council India, Burma and Ceylon.--1934. 
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training, we see in India several amall-time ministerial 
training schools owned by various Christian denominations. 
Almost every Protestant denomination in India possesses a 
Bible Training School, and the ministerial and teaching 
candidates put advanced training in the leading Theological 
Seminaries, either at Bangalore, or at Serampool (near Calcutta) 
The Medak Seminary in Haidarabad District has trair~d over two 
hundred Christian Young men to become the pastors and teacherw 
or Village Congregations, while the wives of many of them are 
receiving suitable instruction from trained missionary woman 
teachers. 
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C. Rural Church Attitude Towards Caste 
Here is one of the glories of the Church in rural 
I~dia. Herealroisone of its major problems. "The out-castes 
must be trained in Christian living, provided with adequate 
leadership, ah~ in a variety of ways, assisted to help them-
selves. The task is made difficult by the fact that most of 
them have come in large groups--by "Mass Movements." 1 says Dr. 
Kenneth Latourette, in his "Missions Tomorrow. 11 ··:A . 
Christian Mission in a Mass Movement area (an area where more 
converts are made from the out-caste society, who embrace 
Christianity in thousands},~be considered to be doing its 
duty by the converts, unless the .particular mission places 
within reach of all an elementary education. The Village day-
school should be regarded as an integral and indispensable 
part of the agency for the nurture and uplift of the converts. 
Also the task of bringing Hindus and Moslems to Christ cannot 
be rem1tted to a foreign Missionary society while an Indian 
Church nurses itself. 
While speaking of the "Mass Movement" areas where 
Rural Reconstruction units are concentrating the work among the 
out-castes, we alsci m-q.st not f'orget tba.t·::tfierecis a large body of' 
high-caste Hindus e.s well who are equally privileged to enter 
into the Christian Churches. For they too need education and 
1. Kenneth Latourette. "Miss ions Tomorrow. tt Page 62. 
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spiritual regeneration. They too are using the crude form 
of agricultural implements and live on scattered fragmented 
lands. Though caste prevails among the Hipdus, this would 
never put them on a higher scale because of the povert: which 
is common to all concerned. A Brahmin may be a Brahmin .. by 
caste and by birth, yet he lives with his family in a small 
hamlet, only to be called a petter caste so far as:. :his . temple 
worship is concerned and he must depend on the out-castes to 
ser ve him in every routine of life. The cow is held sacred in I 
I 
all rural areas, and is a very important domestic animal, which ! 
is worshipped by the Hindu. This cow according to the Hindu 
ancient Mann, must be handled by the so-called "Untouchable" 
whenever a Temple festival or a "Puja" ceremony is conducted 
in the temple areas. The "Untouchable" even though he lives 
far from the high caste Brahmin areas, and is considered as low 
as possible by reason of birth and destiny, during the perform-
finds that 
ance of a "holy puja" in the Temples' ·'\ his presence is needed 
outside the Temple,M:m must pour milk in cleanly polished 
brass vessels and hand them over to Brahmins, who uses them for 
his "Sanctu.m Sancto:rum" exercises at the "Devesthanams 1 " 
cOtherwise known as the holy spot of the Temple, where "Untouch-
ables" or even a ca ste Hindu who is immediately second to 
Brahmins are forbidden· .. to enter. 
This caste system as we have seen before is :s .o>±n-ter 
woven in the religious life of the Hindu people that each is 
l 
i 
I 
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dependent on the other for religious movements. Economically 
considered all are poor. Religiously, they are inter-dependent 
but socially, by reason of the Hindu order, they are asunder. 
At present, through the reform movement of Gandhi, 
we see large numbers of these untouchables gain entrance to the 
temple worship. Formerly, with the exception of serving the 
Hindu rites, they were not allowed to enter inside the temples, 
nor bathe with the high caste Hindus. Their condition in other 
matters seem obviously similar. Despite the fact that the 
government has recognized their claims and has given them 
seventy-one seats in the central legislative assembly from seven 
out of nine provinces, they still have to live intact as they 
were in the society. "No act of Parliament can make a man 
moral. The change must come from within the Hindu Society and 
the whole of India must cooperate to give the "depressed" 
classes their legitimate place in society. ul The work of' 
Gandhi in this regard has given much impetus to stir the life 
of these people. The occurrence at a Village called Vaikom in 
the Hindu State of Travancore in Sontn India was a sufficient 
example of the ''untouchables 11 victory connected with temple 
entry. Here even the roads could not be used by these depresse 
classes. Through the Satyagraha (truth force or soul force) 
effort of Gandhi, and through non-violent tactics, they won 
1. Jaswant Chitambar. "Mahatma Gandhi, His life work and 
Influence 11 Page 92. 
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what they could not dream of for centuries. ~he Royal house o 
Travaneore State, whose ruler His Highness the Maharaj_ab of 
Traveneore, celebrating his 24th birthday issued a proclamatio 
_(in whose State live about 1,765,000 rural Untouchables),. 
and hailed as the most important Hindu reform i n a lmost a 
Mi .,llennium. "We have decided and here-by declare, ordain and 
command", proclaimed the Maharaja·;. 11 tha·t hence...,forth there 
will be no restriction placed on any Hindu by birth or religio 
from entering or worshipping at temples controlled by the 
Government of Travaneore." 1 But this decree applied only to 
the State owned temples, and the untouchables would be 
continued to be scorned and ostraci~ed by most of the caste 
Hindus, who own majority of temples, bathing 'ghats' > and so o • 
I 
I 
11 The Gospel message in the rural areas will not for 
ever be preAched only in the out-caste quarter; it must cross I 
the dividing line and its voice will be heard in the main stre b 
in the Village. A campaign of intensive evangelisation 
together with the educational and social application of the 
Gospel will hasten this crisis "2 say·s the Mass ,. Movement Com-
mission. It also felt bound to consider what should be the 
policy of the Missions in leading with caste. If a Mission ca 
succeed in reconciling a Brahmin and a low caste Hindu, it is 
not likely to fail to bring together and to make one the high 
i 
I 
1. Time, November 23, 1936, Page 22. 
2. Mass Movement Commission Report. Page 26. 
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caste and the other an out caste of what ever denomination. 
Caste prej:udices are full of fight and die hard; but 
the missions must be convinced that they must be countered and 
overcome at the very beginning. History does not support the 
view that they will gradually weaken and Yaeld to some gentle 
sansive influence within the Christian Community. 11 Cn.c e 
admitted into and recognized by the Church, they take a new 
lease of life and harden and become more unlovely and intract-
able with the pa ssage of the time."l 
It is lamentable and it is true that there are 
ancient Christian Churches in South India in which out-castes 
are not allowed even to set foot! they are kept without. 
The modern Roman Catholic Missions in South India have erected I 
I 
Churches for their congregations of high-caste origin at one e ~ 
of the Village and other Churches f or the pariahs2 at t h e 
other end. Recently learning the awakened c6nditiones of the 
Untouchables, under the leadersh ip of Doctor Ambcdkar, have 
attracted the attention of these Catholic Missions in India, 
Ivrr. P. O.Philip in an article in the "Christian Century" 
under the title "India's Seething Untouchables" states--"The 
divisions of the Christian Church with its competing 
denominations and mutually anathematizing sects are also much 
in evidence in India. The awakened depressed classes are not 
1. The Mass Movement Commission Report, Page 26. 
2. Ibid. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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a little confused by the extraordinary claim made by the 
Roman Catholic Church that it alone is the true Church, and 
hence they could find solace there. And by the counter claims 
made by modern sects like Mmsouri Lutherans, Seventh Day 
Adventists and Pentecostal Christians that they are the 
custodians of true Christianity."l 
In some Protestant Churches in India a dividing line 
is drawn in the congregation beyonq which the Christians of 
out-caste origin must on no account ·advance. Most of the 
Anglican Churches in Souter India adopt this method to avoid 
caste confusion. "Even the fellowship of the Holy Communion . 
is broken, and Christians in the act of remembering the dying 
of their Lord will not consent to eat and drink in common."2 
leaders in 
The~Church of Scotland Missions in Madras and rural 
areas ar·e very careful in the is regard. They appoint as 
pastors of the various district units, a high caste ordained 
Christian well trained and consecreated for the work. He 
serves just as a Brahmin priest does, in the church services 
I 
and the unique example of Christ is felt in the midst of the i 
I 
various caste groups of Christians who form the parish. There I 
I 
is no evidence of Caste distinction within the fold of this 
I group 
Scotish Presbyterian MissionsAof India. Their girls high 
schools train young women to go out to do the social work 
1. P.o. Philift "India's seething Untouchables". 
2. Article in 1Christian Century." Jan. 13, 1937. 
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among the poor peasant women and teach them the art of good 
house keeping, the principles of hygiene, above all , 
rudimentary reading and writing and arithmetic. In this, both 
high and low caste girl~ all fully equi~ and trained for the 
purpose are doing the home missionary work. The Four. H. 
Clubs (Hand, head, heart and help) among these Indian Christia 
young ladies are remarkable in their untiring efforts, which 
the 
demonstrate courage and ~will to do the work needed among their 
own sisters. 
I 
I 
I 
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D. Education and Emancipation 
The Rural Conference of the National Christian 
Council of India, Burma and Ceylon, wmich met in Poona, August 
1930 1 affirmed its belief that Village life and education for 
Village life, can afford to boys and girls as ricn and full a 
I. 
culture as is obtained in the urban Centers, and would give 
them an education to fit them for the community in which they 
live. "such an education rooted in the soil and drawing its 
material from Village life and work, is vital to the progress 
of the whole country. It should aim at producing a fai;'mi:ng 
community well instructed in all that pertains to its own life 
and interests and able to look beyond its own boarders to the 
interests of the Church and the nation. This consideration is, 
we believe vital to the success of any scheme of Rural 
Reconstruction. 111 
The curriculum should derive a large part of its 
subject matter and activities from the rural environment. 
At the same time this should not preclude cultural development 
through wider interests and contacts with the larger world 
beyond the Village. Projects open the door to enlarged 
interests and activities. The school Should serve the Village 
needs, and if necessary arrange its sessions so tl1a. t the boys BJ• tl. 
1. The Report of the Conference on Rural Work, Poona., 1930 p. 7 
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girls may attend school without neglecting duties in home or on 
the farm. "Training in the use of money should be essential in ' 
the curriculum, and thrift societies for pupils should be 
enla.rged.ul 
In primary schools, at least, coeducation is being 
widely used in some provinces where the agricultural mission 
stations are located. We find here that women teachers are 
usually more successful with male children; this is the :t;act 
in American Madura Mission of the Congregational Missions Board 
At Pasumalai, where the rural Teacher's training Institute 
under Dr. John Banninga is progressing wonderfully. The 
methods of organizations are in progress in relation to rural 
education and ~nancipation, by all the missions concerned. 
These include: --American Radur.a Missions at Pasumalai, Madras, 
American Arcot Mission Stations at Katpaki, and Madras. 
The Methodist Episcopal Mission (u.s .A.) North India 
is at Ushagram, otherwise known as "The Village of the Dawn. u 
The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions U.S.A. is at Etah, 
United Provinces, ~e National Missionary Society of India. 
The Scotish Presbyterian Boards of Foreign Missions are at 
Bombay, Madras, Calcutta and Poena; The Wesleyan Methodist 
Missions are in Haiderabad, Central India; The Allahabad 
Agricultural Institute belong to American Presbyterian Board, 
(Sam Higginbottom), The Church of the Brethen Mission is at Vya a, 
I 
Surat, India; The American Baptist Missions are in South 
1. Coimbatore Rural Conference Report, Page 4. 
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India, and Bengal; the Lutheran Missions~in· Madras and Guntakal 
areas, and various other mission stations too numerous to 
mention. 
The most important phases of rural educational work .. o 
these mission stations follow are: 
1. Organization of Rural Elementari Education 
Almost sll missions in India aforementioned are 
engaged to a greater or less extent in village day-schools. 
The word ''Elementary" is used to describe educational organiza-
tion from the first school year through the eighth. In most 
cases it refers to the first three or four years of school, 
which may also be termed "primary." When the upper grade:~ of 
the elementary schools are referred to, they are specifically 
called 11 middle schools." The elementary schools are usually 
meagerly equipped and poorly taught. 11 Most village school 
buildings are still cheap, poorly built and unsuitable, being 
little more than low mud walls with a thatched roof • .. • 
Sanitary arrangements scarcely exist •••• Most village schools 
have mud floors from which dust is easily stirred up, to the 
injury of eyes and lungs. In Madras, Bengal and Bombay, less 
than half of their schools are held in buildings of their own. 
In Bengal it is very rare to find a primary school in possessi 
of the ground upon which it stands. Garden plots, where pres-
ent, are often not used to great advantage, but there has been 
great improvement in· the Punjab and United Prov1nces. 11 1 
1. Mason Alcott, "Better Village Schools," Page 121. 
'I 
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They reach but a small percent of the children, and even those 
whom they do reach are irregular and drop out after the first 
or second standard. 
2. Compulsory Education 
For many years the condi tions of these schools have 
been grave problems to the department of public instruction 
in the various provinces. Elementary education should unquest on-
ably be extended but the value of its extension is questionabl) 
when the teachers are insufficiently trained and when only one 
or two years of schooling results. 11 As it takes at least four 
years to achieve lasting literacy, it may be said that a very 
large proportion of the expenditure on primary education is 
wasted so far as its aim is to make the people literate.nl 
The same report further recommends that every effort should be 
made to secure the progressive adoption of compulsory educatio~ 
and that, wherever possible, the policy should be adopted of 
establishing strong central schools with two or more teachers 
and of converting sirigle-teacher schools into 11 branch11 schools 
for younger pupils who will attend them only until they are 
old enough to walk to a central school . 
In general popular interest in elementary education 
for all children has increased. The legislation with a view 
to compulsory and universal education is a reflection of this 
interest. The compulsory p~imary education have been intro-
1. Roya l Commission on Agriculture, Page 520. 
! I 
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duced in all the Provinces. However , between the years of 
1916 - 1926, there has teen can increase of 44 per cent in the 
attendance of girls in primary schools. "Although these figure 
show an advance interest in mass education~ they allow little 
satisfaction for so many of the children stay in school only a 
year or two. Of the boys le ss than twenty per cent stay four 
years at school. The fact that of the age group from 5 to 10 
years 90 per cent are not in school and of the group from 10 
to 15 years 94 per cent are not in school presents a colossal 
educational problem."l 
3· Education of the Depressed class and Christians 
Conditions in some areas are such that children of 
the depressed classes and of Christians cannot gain admission 
and proper attention in boa!ld schools. The Missionary in-
stitutions are generally opposed to separate schools especially 
where such communal schools hAve not yet been established, as 
in the case of Weselyan Methodist Mission at Medak . 
4. Special Emphasis .2!!. Social service. 
Special emphasis ie laid upon the social service whict 
the schools started by these missions and their teachers ren-
dering the village community, its physical intellectual, econom-
ic and spiritual needs, 'fhrotigh song services, "bajans" (story 
in music,) stereopticon lectures, dramas and pageants. 
1. Mason ..tnlcott, 11 Village Schools in India," Page 204. 
II 
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5. Religious Education of Christian. Children 
In cases where Christian children are taught in 
government elementary schools, definite attention is paid to 
t heir religious education by .the local churches. The Coimba-
tore Rural Conference recommends further, "that theological 
seminaries and training schools -for village pastors should 
offer such training in Religious Education as will be adequate 
1 
to meet this situation. nl Worship is ·thoughtfully· and rever-
ently carried out in a manner that would make it intelligible 
to the student and pupil. Pupils are given opportunity __ · 
themselves to .. ~ part ~nd leading s o that they may learn to 
worship without as well as with the presence of teachers. 
The Sunday schools and the young peoples meetings are en-
couraged. 
6. The Village Teacher 
In the absence of the village pastor, the teacher 
wA& because of economic pressure or o~her reasons, will leave 
the village for the small town or city. Attention is also 
called to the fact that rapid developments are taking place in 
many villages which open avenues for new types of' work as 
machinists, etc., for boys who learn a trade or village craft 
and who will live in the village carrying on such wor~. 
7. Types of Rural Education 
The following three types are considered as vitally 
II 
1. Report of the Rural Conference held at Coimbatore, 1928.Page 4. 
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necessary for Education of Rural Life. (a) Vocational educa-
tion: by this the missions mean the intensive training of boys 
and girls for engaging in some remunerative vocation, such as 
agriculture or carpentry. Most of the 60 agricultural settle-
ments in India run by the variou s Protestant missions are 
doing remarkable work. In the province of Madras alone, there 
are 7 such beautiful settlements with 6 foreign rural missions 
ably supervising the various schemes. 
(b) Pre-vocational education; this means a type of 
education in which the ~~nd is trained along With the brain 
through gardening, weaving and other kinds of handiwork. Its 
purpose is not only to produce various skills but also to 
a liking 
create~ for manual labor and willingness to engage in it. 
The Agricultural Institute at Katpadi, Madras; the Allahabad 
Agricultural Institute are the examples. 
(c) The project principles make use of child-pur-
teacher 
posing so that hand-work and culture~ is the key man in Rural 
Reconstruction unit and ·it is of the utmost importance that 
his position should be strengthened in every possible manner. 
He is the teacher of the village as well as the school, the 
guide and friend of all the people. It is essential that the 
Agricultural Missions should give him more care so that he 
ma-y'·.· ..f.un:cti''otu. ·tl:fli>!.-a-&eEI.~-;r-in all branches of rural service. 
Says Basil Mathews in his "The Church Takes Root in India, 11 
"As we have moved from that tiny village school near Erode 
back to the training institution founded and carried in Mega 
I' lj 
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by pioneer American Christian educators , and then on i nto the 
Hindu Village home, we discover one important side of the 
essential c.ontribution of the Western missionary to the Indian 
church; the training of village leaders in educational method 
as well as in the truths of Christ •.• Every habit that the · 
teacher has learned or principle that he has accepted builds 
up the individual initiative and the equality of opportunity 
which Indian village life lacks. Yet simultaneously he 
actually strengthens the spirit and practi ce of cooperation. 
The Government of India is showing its recognition of this I 
t 1 f t b di t M t b i d t 11 :1 vi a ac y sen ng men o oga o e equ ppe as eachers •.• 'j 
7. Village Child 
In the program of education, the missions are not 
losing sight of the .village child, su.bj ects are trea:ted . mt in 
disconnected and purposeless list s , but as a natural means to-
I 
ward completing a purposeful and creative enterprise. ••In carry ng 
out a project such as the making of a garden it is impossible to 
cheat nature. Pupils may cram for examinations, but they cannot 
cram or take short cuts with a garden. Genuine work must be 
done in organizing and completing such a. project. Due to this 
fact the opportunities offered for group cooperation, the pro-
ject seems particularly fitted as a means of character training. 
Not only does it connect with village life but it offers special 
opportunities for contact not with words but with reality."2 
1. Basil Mathews, 11 The Church Takes Root in India," Page 85. 
2. Findings of Six Conferences on Rural Education. 1924. Page 7. 
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A fitting example of this method and type is 11 Ushagram" or the 
"Village of the Dawn," at Asansol Bengal, N. India. The 
Methodist Episcopal (North) in charge of Mr. & Mrs. Williams . 
They write, 11 As my wife and I studied the Village about us, 
and the needs of the people and the limits of our opportunity 
to help them, we felt our best approach to them would be by 
example based on experiments held within the financial and 
social possibilities of the villagers to imitate the use of 
to their own advantage any helpful suggestion or solution 
which we largely by trial and error might work out. The effort 
would be multiplied by the practice and living of a selected 
group of young people who would be able to carry over to the 
larger village groups the results of the experiments. 
11 In order to make the experiment valid, it should be 
carried on in a situation which as nearly as possible approxi-
mates the usual village situation. With the help of the pupils 
both boys and girls, of an ordinary boarding school we built 
a village of mud huts which the Indians named Ushagram, meanin~ 
Village of the Dawn. We all studied together to make these 
cottages healthful, sanitary, sun, rain proof, well ventilated, 
protected from rats, snakes and theives, convenient in kitchen 
and with potentialities for decoration. This was accomplished 
over a period of eleven years at a very slow pace because we 
did it with our own labor. In these cottages boys and girls 
live in separate groups. Girls and boys do their own buying, 
budgeting, planning and cooking. The plan and care for flower 
-120-
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and vegetable gardens about their cottages. They have installe 
in their cottage, the same type of septic tank system that the 
missionary has in his own mud house -- a tank designed to meet 
the needs of the village home, permanent and costing complete 
with bathroom fixtures only ten dollars. Boys learn to make 
these installations and all of us learn to keep our bathrooms 
as clean and odorless as any other part of the house. Girls 
who have lived in the Ushagram village are going to demand 
similar arrangements when they go into their own village 
homes. 111 
Attention is also called to the experiences of Mr. 
Harper of Moga, in the Punjab where by means of friendly 
relations with officials he has been able to win their sym-
pathetic cooperation when the Government recognition of his 
work was sought and needed. 
9. Play and Recreation. 
In almost all the mission stations in Rural India we 
s ee the village teacher or preacher leading the people in play 
and recreation, playing with children and adults. Common 
Indian village games, wrestling, etc., will build health, work 
off excess energy and substitute friendly rivalry for quarrels 
and law suits. 
Recreation offered in vacational Bible Schools would 
the play life of both children and adults; and institutes and 
1. Ushagram, 11 The Village of the Dawn." (Mr. & Mrs. Fred Willi 
Page 2. 
'I 
! 
I 
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exhibitions could be used to encourage the development of 
flower gardens, and the formation of dramatic societies, choirs~ 
singing bands and other forms of healthy recreations. 
10. The School farm and garden. 
Through the Christian cooperative societies,l land-
less Villagers have secured land. 11 In many places the land 
owners are treating the tenants better. We believe there are 
signs of a new day in rural India. But even for those pupils 
who will never possess land we believe in school gardens and 
plots for their educational and character building values. 
The study of nature, seasons, and the regular care of growing 
things, build habits of dependability and thoroughness that 
cannot be better learned in any other subjects of the curri-
culum. We would call attention to the need of growing flowers 
both at the school and the home to brighten the Village life. 
Four H clubs,2 school garden projects, exhibitions of fruit 
and farm products, experiments with varieties of seeds, afford 
means of stimulating the interest of the pupils and of increas-
ing love for the farm and developing the sense of the dignity 
o.f labor. 11 3 The 'Village of the Dawn• at Ushagram, presents 
1. The Christian Cooperative Societies in India, numbering over 
thirty (30) are run by fifteen foreign missionary stations, 
which occupy twelve Provinces and States of India. Madras 
alone leads the rest by eight institutions of which six are 
cooperative societies, one is a cooperative credit society 
and another a Christian Economic Improvement Associati on of 
the American Madura Mission~ Missionary Directory of India, 
1936. Pages 320-321. 
1 
2. "In Wisconsin alone. 21,000 young people belong to 11--H Clubs 
I' 
I' 
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sufficient example vvhere young women are trained to do ideal 
service as good home-makers, the teaching of the dignity of 
labor, the ideal of self-government and lastly the ideal of 
service to neighbor. This is the most unique example of a 
foreign missionary work done for the elevation of India's 
rural young women and it makes them worthy citizens, which 
the country now needs. 
working for the development of Head, Hand, Heart and Health. 
In the same state, the boys and girls raised products worth 
a million and a half rupees. 11 Mason Ale ott, in "Better 
1 Village Schools" Page 102. 
3 Report of the Conference on Rural work, Poona, 1930. Page 11. 
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CHAPTER III 
Mission Demonstration Farm 
1. Sam Higginbottom. 
It would be sufficient here to mention one or two 
of the works of Agricultural Missions in India. We have 
heard much of Dr. Sam Higginbottom' s great work at the Allahaba 
Agricultural Institute, &~-ws~a We have read about the various 
types of work they follow in Higginbottom's very inspiring and . 
thought provoking book, 11 The Gospel and the Plough." It is 
that 
here too far the first time ~we hear of the installation of the 
Rural Radio Broadcasting service, that reaches mighty thou-
sands of Indian peasants, telling them the things to know 
about the improved agricultural methods, the proper ways for 
seedlings, the treatment of domestic cattles, live stocks, in-
cluding the raising of good cows to produce better milk, butter 
and other food products which the farmers should know, and the 
breeding of the cattle and poultry. This Institution is grow-
ing in large proportions and is the central attraction for 
both the government officials and non-officialst ~ ~uite 
recently too, the Institute was highly honored by the Viceroy 
of India during 1935, by the Visit, The Agricultural Missions 
Notes says of this, 11 An unusual honor came to the Allahabad 
Agricultural Institute on July 29, 1935 when His Excellency 
Lord Willingdon, the Veceroy and Governor-General of India, 
visited the Institute and Experiment Station, spending one and 
il 
! 
II 
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1 regular broadcasting as from February 27 1 1935. n This appeal 
/ really deserves the worthy attention of all Christendom, If' or there is nothing like the service tba t could be rendered 
through the broadcast toward informing and teaching and 
guiding the poor Indian farmers, who, by the lack of proper 
material and spiritual aid, suffer and very patiently plough 
the hard fields with crude tools and implements. Dr. Sam 
Higginbottom certainly deserves the ~aise of all interested 
in rural upliftment. 
2. Etah Poultry Show of 1932. 
The Fifteenth Etah Poultry Show, which has been 
buil.t up during the years by Mr. A. E. Slater, Etah, U.P., 
India, Agricultural Missionary of the Presbyterian Board of 
Foreign Missions in the u.s .A., would be of very real interest 
here. Rev. ·John H. Reisner, who is the head of' the 
Agricultural Missions Foundations, _Inc., New York, also 
Editor of' "Agricultural Missions Notes," says "the fact that 
it is a little over five years will in no way detract from 
Etah's Poultry show and from its interest, which would be 
highly informative to those who are concerned with the Rural 
reconstruction, 11 
The report reads as follows: 
I 
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half hours inspecting the departments as well as the farm. 
The invitation to the Veceroy had been extended b,y Dr. Sam 
Higginbottom, founder and principal of the Allahabad Agricul-
tural Institute. Dr. Higginbottom is also a member of the 
National Board of Agriculture for India. The Veceroy was 
accompanied by Lady Willingdon who inspected the work being don 
at the Leper Asylum, where Lady Willingdon formally opened a 
new building which had been recently erected for the use of 
untainted children. It was said that both Lord and Lady 
Willingdon were greatly impressed by what they had seen."l 
The much needed experiment in rural broadcasting 
has been made poe sible by a gift from America. The Department 
of Posts and Telegraphs has licensed the Institute to experi-
ment on the program and reception sldes of rural broadcasting. 
The statement is made in 'The All~~bad Farmer' for March 
1935 says, that "no experiment has yet been made in India by 
a group with rural training and experience with an adequate 
number of receivers over a sufficiently long period to really 
find out what the possibilities are of reaching the villagers 
effectively in India with a broadcasting program. The success 
of this undertaking will be watched with interest. Any con-
tribution which can be made particularly along the lines of 
providing inexpensive receiving sets requiring small upkeep, wi 1 
be a great boon, not only for India but to other countries with 
large village populations. Plans called for installation of 
1. Agricultural Missions Notes, November 16, Oct. 1935. 
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• coming now to the exhibits, we find most • • 
gratifying and encouraging progress. A total number of 2341 
exhibits in the Poultry section; and all of these (with the 
exception of 409 exhibits of eggs and 214 cross breeds) con-
sist of pure bred fowls, i.e., minoreas and leghorns. 
"At no classic show either ih England or America 
are such large classes in these breeds to be found. At the 
last, All India Poultry Show the total number of exhibits 
was 2g1, and at the Provincial Poultry Exhibition at Allhabad 
213. The quality also continues to improve year by year. We 
are also opening up markets for the villagers both for pure bred 
fowl·s and eggs. The former will be purchased tomorrow, as was 
done last year, to the value of some hundreds of rupees, and 
be shipped as breeding stock all over India. 
"Next year we hope to add to the show a 11 goat section", 
and thus popularize our slogan in the villages of "More milk an 
Eggs," two requisites much needed for the raising of strong 
virile children, fit later to bear the added responsibilities, 
which very shortly are to be laid on the shoulders of India's 
eons and daughters. We are happy to be able to say that the 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research have made us a non-
recurring grant of Rs 7000/- and recurring grant of Rs 2500/-
for the erection of a goat shed and kidding pens. Breeding of 
imported Toggenbergs, Jumna Paris, and Bar Barris and cross 
breeding, is to be carried on, and accurate milk records kept 
and animals selected by means of the progeny test."l 
~~ Agricultural Missions Foundation. Occasional Bulletin. 1933. 
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Professor Charles M. McConnell cites the importancy 
of these "Feathered and Four-footed Missionaries," in his 11 The 
Rural Billion, 11 in the rural mission areas, where efforts as 
aforementioned at Etah are endeavoring to improve and to sustain 
the farming life of the peasants. The professor says, 11 A 
dozen Rhode Island Red hens and a d'ozen White Leghorns were 
shipped recently from the Iowa State College poultry yards 
in Ames, Iowa, to a station of the Arcot Mission in South India. 
These hens, whose yearly out-put was about three-hundred eggs, 
made a twelve-thousand-mile journey to dwell with the Mongrel 
hens of India, said to be the original home of the fowl. 
India's nondescript fowl have the habits of wild birds, laying 
clutches of ten or a dozen undersized eggs and then going 
broody. They do this about three times a year, three dozen 
eggs being an average annual output. By poultry cross-breeding nd 
a resulting development of egg production, the underfed people o 
India may some day get the recommended egg a day • 111 Quite a 
saying, and the many rural missions experimental stations are 
now elaborately endeavoring to meet this extremely indispensable 
domestic needs of the farmers. The Poultry shows and the 
exhibitions are encouraged even in the national program of 
Mahatma Gandhi, but in all respects, the missionary leads the 
way both for the government, for the people and for the land. 
1. McConnell, 11 The Rural Billion." Page 50. 
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The American Arcot Mission Agricultural Institut 
In view of the fact that the people of India were so 
largely agriculturists, the Mission wes led to open en 
Agricultural Institute irt 1924, where Mission boys and village 
people could more effectively be brought into contact with 
improved agricultural pre.ctices so as to better their economic 
cbndition. This mission is now in charge of Mr. & Mrs. J. J. 
DeValois. 
The following are some of the demonstrations that 
are being carried on: 
(a) Poultry -- From 
197 adult birds were imported 
America and England a flock of I 
I into the farm of the institution 1 
This has increased to :. well owr. ·athousand birds, which have 
been sent over to various parts of India, including countries 
like Burma, Arabia and Siam. In order to add income to the 
villagers, this poultry raising has been made a subsidiary 
industry in the mission. The mission further reports, that 
the cross-breeding of the fowls have been introduced to al-
most all the villages surrounding Katpadi, where the Mission 
station is located, thus enabling the livelihood of the poor 
villagers through the sales of eggs at the Rural Development 
Egg Marketing Center at Katpadi. Poultry breeding therefore 
is highly stressed by this Institute at Katpadi, near Madras, 
as the one that holds out the best prospect for the depressed 
classes. 
I 
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are nearly 11 million goats in the Presidency of Madras , and 
that they are of non-descriptive variety . 11 Goat's milk though 
a valuable food is not in general use as an article of food. T e 
I 
Goat is 11 The poor man's cow, inasmuch as eight milking goats 
can be kept on the amount of feed that one cow would require. 11 
(d) Conservation of manure: seventy-five percent 
of the village cattle are kept primarily for the production 
of manure. Instead of being carefully preserved three-fourths 
of this, manure is wasted and is a great economic loss. The 
Institute houses their cattle in simple sheds but conserves 
all the manure by practical methods. 
Ill (e) Improved Implements: Improvements which will 
1
1 meet the desired end and do not involve much expenses to the 
····- - ----- 1~ - -- - ---------·-----·---~,-------- ------ ------~-----
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1 ryots are being incorporated in the local implements, and labor 
I saving methods of cultivation and irrigation are practised. 
d (f) Diversified farming : Paddy, the staple crop is 
'i produced under the most economical condi tiona in these tracts. 
1 To make the farmer's work better, to find him work all round 
I the year and to provide himself and his family a better diet, 
I II cultivation of fruits and vegetables i s being advocated. 
11 The Rural development center at Ka.tps.di, is doing a. 
ti very valuable piece of work relative to the raising and dis-
il tribution of eggs which are brought by 20 village units. They 
are tested and graded by electricity and are despatched to 
1
1!1 
1l different places by rail. 
,I 
il 11 To some clients more than 40 dozen eggs are being 
II sent on alterns.te days and a regule.r supply of 60 dozen is made 
II 
!I ! 
' 
twice s. week to the Madras Civil Orphan Asylum. By this the 
poor villagers make a lot of profit and we promise to take all 
the eggs that they can produce. Cloth is bought in large 
I quantities direct from the mills at Madras, and are sold both a~ 
I, cloth and reaey..:.made dress at rates cheaper than the usual storJ 
prices . By this the poor villagers are benefited. Fruits and 
vegetables, such as tomatoes, papayas, guavas and brinja.ls are 
II brought to the center from the villages and are sold to the 
j custome rs thus helping the marketing of the produce of the 
! villagers. 
,I . 11 There is a Rural Circulating Library from which many Jt ~i~~~g~rs are ~en~fit~d·--~e:: h~~ is_ used a~~ ~r•:~=~-,=~t =•••==·-
'I II 
:I 
II 
I ' 
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I reading library from which has one English paper, one Tamil 
11 
I 
I' I 
I 
paper, and a good number of English and American magazines. 
11 A family is set apart for the Center work, the 
husband being in chB_rge of marketing and the wife in charge of 
the library and reading room. One of our staff is set apart 
': to supervise the work done in the villages on all these lines 
at regular intervals. During the past year our Marketing 
Center has purchased over 72,000 eggs from the village people 
I paying them over Rs 2,000 for the same. Over 1000 books on 
:I various subjects have been circulated and read in the villages." 
!I 
'I II 
.1. 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I II ---------
'1 1· Report American Arcot Mission Agricultural Institute. 
i Pages 229-232. 
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CH.APTER IV 
Women and the Home 
. A. Women 's Training 
The center of the village problem is the home and 
in the home the woman is the chief factor because she has the 
most to do with the training of the child , being its best 
teacher in its early years. "And who can teach self-respect, 
but the mother? Re~1lar feedine from birth , clean ru1d regular 
habits , a clean tongue and a truthful tongne, these are the 
foundations of self-control and self-respect . . . not even she 
can do it ~mtil she herself has been trained and has been 
given her proper position .nl So says Dr. F . L. Brayne in his 
"Better Villages." Again he says fiTr ain the woman and the 
village will uplift itself." We do not think, as some would 
say, that women ~ more conservative than e~, but we be-
lieve that men have not realized that women and girls must be 
educated as much as men and boys if the family is to make pro-
gress. 
For the help of the women in the village the follow- I 
ing seem to be best as, the .t!;indings of the Conference on 
Work , Po ona, say:2 
Rura]j 
I 
"A woman with training such as is given to a Public I 
Health Nurse or one trained in Domestic Science. 
1 . :B, . L. Brayne. "Better Villages." . l'age 115. I 
2,. 11.eport of the Conference oh Rural Work , Poena , 1930. Page 1 • 
-::-======tl=== 
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nHealth visitors and women teachers trained in 
propaganda work. 
"The wives of village teachers , tr ained specially 
to help in t his work . 
nThese would cooperat e with the workers in the 
Church, Schools and Health ~ervice . 
The educ a tion of girls i s not specially considered 
he re as it is taken up m1der the general head of Educ a tion. 
Boarding schools for girls either within or vii thout the village 
area shoulcl give gi rls training for home - making including 
attention to home economics , hyg i ene, care of children, food 
v a lues , cook ine; , sewing , subsidi ar y indus tries, etc ., and such 
a school woul d most suitably be carried on in the cottage 
sys t em with conditions approximating t hat of the village home . 
If principal s cou l d arrange to keep in touch wi th t heir girls 
that have gone to the villages , goo d results could be conserved 
"There is a rather general complaint that the hi gher 
education now given to girls spoils them for the drudgery of 
home lif e , and they refuse to help in the house when they re-
turn from school or college . Instead of s tudying the domestic 
arts and sciences, the girls in their s truggl e for eq_uali ty 
with the men, prefer t o le e..rn ·wha t their brothers lea.rn and 
neglect to make t hemselves expert in their ow~ :peculiar subjecte i 
In th i s way t he l ucky g irls vJho ge t a higher education inste ad o~ 
being pioneers of women ' s welfare work and spreading the demand 
for g irls ' education by providing tha t the educ a ted girl is a 
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better wife and home-maker, utilize their education to escape 
from their responsibilities and do not even bring up their 
ovm children •••• nl Another point for condradicting higher 
educ ation for girls comes from the source of l.a;ymen's Re-
thinking Missi ons, it says, rrMiss i on schools for girls, to be 
justified in the future, must contribute more vitality to the 
pre:paration of the eastern girl for her life situation. 1'he 
Indian bride, a high school graduate, who deplored her lack 
of lmowledge of home and chi l d care is only one of hundreds of 
girls today leaving mission high s chools throughout India with 
very little preparation for their future careers of home making 
:Miss ion education has given too li ttle attention to the seventy 
five percent wh o will shape the home life of the fut·u.re, and 
has focussed on the needs of the small minority who are pre-
paring for college . 112 There are about six to seven vvomen' s 
Christian colleges in India. 
B. Women ' s Institutes 
In provi dtng for a home m1.d health progr am for the 
village, a study could well be made of women ' s Institutes as 
they are carried on in the United States and Canada and of 
:Mothers ' Unions in other countries. 
A full blov·m Women's Institute . is an elaborate 
thing , but its es sence is simple . It has : 
1. F . L. Brayne, 11Better Village s. 11 Page 120 . 
2. Re-Thinking Missions . Page 260. 
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( 1) Paying membership. 1'he payment may be very 
small , but the e lement of payment must be in-
traduced_ into O"LIT women's societies at the very 
earliest moment, as the :paying of money is a 
great tonic; it creates independence and self-
respect and increases enthusiasm: where 
people ' s money is, there is their heart. 
( 2 ) Off ice-bearers: bring t hese in early too; they 
add dignity and conse q_uence to the :procee d.ings . 
(3) A triple progTam. 
( a ) Social: the members organizing little 
:parties. 
(b) Recreat ional : folk dancing , i ndoor or out -
door games , gl ee - singing , :playl e ts, etc . 
~omething of thi s k ind would be very 
:popular in our villages. 
(c) Cul t u.r al: talks abOlJ_t s ome subject of 
general or domestic i n terest . A new way of 
cooking s ome s imple dish , or a better way o 
making a baby' s vest . lviis s A. B. VanDoren 
sugge sts out in "Some Practical Project s " 
fo r a household sci ence, "In a girl's high 
school , older girls who are studying house-
hold sci ence carry ou t a project in the for 
of a complete l ayette of baby clothes and 
be d.d i ng • n 1 
1. VanDo r en, "Some Practical Projects" i n "Better Village 
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In the progr am for women, provision must be made for 
home e conomics, health and relig ious educ ation . 
c. Home Economics 
Hom e ~conomics: including re li ef from heavy and 
deadening occupat ions such as grincling end. malcing cow-clung 
c ake s and. for provision for ac q_ui r ing skill in sewing , cooking , 
improvement of t h e house and. surround i ngs, development of 
rem1merative cottage industries and. chief of all, the care 
t eaching and. care of chilcLren; stud.y of vmste of money in 
jewelry and. wedding f estivals ru1cl training as to its use in 
th e purchase of durable clothing and. nourishing food.. 
D. Health 
He a lth: nspeci a l effor ts are ne e de d_ to apply the 
t eaching to the home in such matters as tl'B provision of pure 
water (boiled in times of epid.emi c s), g ood f ood. , wi t h an u n der-
standi ng of foo d values and the provision of a veget able 
garden; bath ing fr e q1.1_ent ly and rid.ding the family of such 
diseases as itch and pidiculosis; clothing with speci a l re-
ference to tha t needed by small children; fresh air--ventila-
tion through ·windows, sleeping VJ'i th the heacl uncovered; c are 
of teeth; teaching children cleanly habits from infancy; 
guarcLing agai nst flies ano_ moscLui to e s. nl 
1. 'l'h e Coimba t ore Report of t he Hural Conference, 1928. Pag e 1~ • 
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E . Re l igious Zducation 
The mot her•s example is the most import ant : train-
ing the ch i l d. to worshi p ; r ela ting its ac tions t o morals ; 
answering its Questions ; unders t anding s omething of its mental 
procem>es ancl hovr to trai n i t in self-control and. self -exuresston : 
g iving the c hi ld. a share i n the f amily work provi di ng for help-
ful :p l a y . 
The mot he r shoul d. take part in the work of the 
chu rch and c ommunity , helping her neighbors and. contributing 
service and. mone;y- to the funcl s • 
.!!' . Meru1s to an end : 
Al l :possible me &.'1 S are u s eel to a ccom:pli sh these 
ends - - h ouse to house v isiti n g ~:no_ instruction , r e gular 
classe s for wom en , films , slicles , :posters , dramas , d.emonstra-
tion s , summer schools , annu a l conferen c es , compet i tions in 
ho me - macle art i c l es , welfare cen ters, litera ture and. s o fo rth • 
.La st l y , the re should be within reac h of all women, a woman 
tra i ned. t o hel:9 and to acLvi se herse l f t he friend. of a l l and 
abl e t o :relate the womsn to aid. t o ll e obt a ine d fro m churc.t1 , 
s c hoo l or he a l th center . 
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The Unrinished Task 
Hoperul and encouraging as are the many evidences 
emerging during these discussions, of the widening f~ont in 
rural service, we are lead to a consciousness ot a deepening 
reeling that the desperate need of the situation has not 
yet been rathomed by the Christian forces as a \mole. Much 
educational spade work has yet to be done, the will to ex-
periment calls ror reinforcement; the city must go out to 
meet the village, not in condecension but in honor prererring 
the others; the church must be more mindful of her rural 
' heritage arrl its obligations. But while the unfinished task 
loomed large the vision or the City of God became clearer, 
and in closing this paper, it is earnestly prayed ti1at many 
consecrated men and women will come r orward to "take up His 
cross" and roll ow Him, to blaze new trails for His Kingdom in 
India. 
I, 
-- _.._ 
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Summary 
The wretchedly low economic condition or the vast 
Indian rural populations and the extreme dirficulty or starting 
economic rehabilitation were the dark clouds overhanging all 
our discussi.ons. Briefly the situation may be summarized. Nin -
tenths of India's population of 338,170,632 (to be correct 
without Burma) live in 664,426 revenue villages, averaging 452 
each. The most serious drawback in these rural areas is the 
wide variation of rainrall from year to year. Famines carried 
off between 1860 and 1910 over 28 millions or these poor pea-
sants. The Indian government has elaborated carefUl schemes 
of opening canals, tanks and bunds to supply water to the cul-
tivable lands. Also they have built extensive roads and rail-
roads to carry to and from communities where famines were likely 
to hit. This saved the cattle, fodder ani food grains, which 
were transported and distributed. But still the death rates 
are high which are due to the peasants' inability to buy grains 
at high prices, unemployment, low earning capacity, epidemics 
of cholera and diseases. During severe famines, millions of 
I acres will not produce so much as a blade of grass. Land-ownerJ, 
I whether cultivating or not, frequently control too small amount 
of land to employ their time profit ably. Even more than the 
smallness of a man's holding is its fragment at ion into many 
plots widely separated, which increases ~he economic burdens. 
Plant diseases and insect pests destroy large amount of crop~. 
Animals, like rats and monkeys, also do serious damage. The 
-l--
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cultivator is ignorant and is too religious to use violence in 
doing away with these pests, as he believes in Karma faith, 
which gives the idea of a re-birth of a soul. The peasants 
are always in debt, because they borrow cashes from certain 
money lending classes, who are cruel and severe. They borrow 
money to pPOvide far their land~, buy new seeds and cattle. But 
they are also extravagant in their own way as they spend too 
much on their personal affairs, religious rites and marriage 
ceremonies. They do not save and they run into agricultural 
indebtedness. It is estimated that the average family income 
is Rs 200 toRs 300 per year (about $80}. 
The religious faiths lead them blind, and ignorant 
of the true facts about life. The peas ants regard many things 
sacred and hence as objects that should be worshipped. The 
infant and early marriages are enjoined by many of th:l highest 
castes. Over forty million of the first-class Hindu women, 
belonging to high castes, live behind tbe Parda and Zenanas. 
There is no hope left for any thing to be done in the way of 
educational emancipation. There are 2,300 castes and many such 
castes of which the Brahmin caste alone is reported to have 
about 800 sub-divisions. Because of the extreme pPejudices 
and by reason of the ancient "manu" scriptures, tbs 52 million 
of 11Harijans" have to be "out-casted" and are forced to live an 
ostracised life. We saw how the government has issued grants and 
opened schools fo.r them. Nevertheless, they are forbidden to 
use the places which the high caste Brahmins monopolize. 
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Even the self-governing village Pe~chyats could not 
do any thing in the ·way of concilliation between the High caste 
Br ahmins anC.. the "Untouchables, 11 uJJ.til Mahatma Gandhi c ame 
a long sncl chnm:pioned their cause , by ins tituting his f amous 
Satyagraha movements . No·w the vvho le q_ue sti on hinges on as to 
their future course . Their economie burdens , their illiteracy, 
their ignorance , their rural indebtedness , ruld their hwniliatioJ. 
of liv ing e t ernally i n submissive ostracism. hence we see tbb 
"Mass Movement" an " esca:pe n we may call it , l oolci ng toward our 
great Historic Christ to save them from this peril . The Rural 
Chur ches in I ndia re:presented by many denominati ons true to 
their devotion c~cl faith, are o~ening their doors for these 
poor ones to come m.1cl receive many blessings which they have 
never exrer ienced before . liere i s one of the glories of tbe 
Church in I ndia . Here is a l s o one of the major :problems . The 
outcastes must be traineo_ in Christian Ii vine; , l eadership end. 
e q_uip:ped. with :proper ed.uc a ti on . 
Since all the Rur al Missions are ldeated in Rural 
units or groups of vill ages they have to adopt the ir work not 
only to the out-c astes , but Br ahmins as we ll. So here lies a 
great ho p e for t he futurity of R'ltr a l India . The following are 
the guiding pr inci p l es which the late lJr. Kenyon Butterfield 
left to the worker s before he last left I n di a : 
1. Churches ancl Missions should. adopt a villag e 
centered. po licy. 
2 . Personal character training should be the 
qbj_ec~ i ve • . 
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3 . Education should. be recognized as the 
fm1damental method. 
4 . ~he Rural Re-constTI1ction Unit offers the best 
plan for expressing the Christian View of life 
end the carryine out of a full progr am of 
Rural serv ice . 
5 . 1'he time i s ripe for Churches ancl Missions to 
formulate a Chri s tian Rur a l policy that wi ll 
effect for good the rural commm1ity as a whole 
and command itself a11d other agencies at work 
i n the field . 
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